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CHAPTER IX� 

"LE FIN DU 81.EOLE." 

Ti1E close of the nineteenth century and the commence
ment of the twentieth bring us to the end ofsone century · 
of progress since the introduction of the modern steam-en
gine in the form of a "train of 1nechanism," as given shape 
substantially by Watt and bis contemporaries. The marine 
steam-engine, the highest product of the genius of man in 
this· field, has passed through a series of changes, ,vith 
steam-presRures increasing to 2 atmospheres · pressure at its 
middle, to 3 in 1860, to 5 in 1875, and to 12 and to 1� at
mospheres at its close. The old, simple, cumbersome side
,vheel engine of the earlier days has been supplanted, first 
by the compound engine of 1865, then by the triple-expan
sion of 1874, and finally by the quadruple-expansion ma
chine of the close of the century. Screws l1ave displace� 
the paddle•wheel, and twin and sometimes triple screws 
,vith separate and duplicated engines developing 20,000 and 
30,00� horse-power drive the ship 20 knots and more an 
hour ; while in the concentrated machinery of torpedo boats 
thousands of horse-power are compressed into craft of 100 
to 200 feet in length, and these po,verful and dangerous 
vessels have been brought up to speeds exceeding 30 knots 
(35 miles) an hour. 'l'hree hundred and five hundred .tons 
of coal a day are required hy the largest ships, and the 
equivalent of the maxitnun1 figures above could only be 
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met,. in tJie for1n of animal-power, by the employment of 
80,000 to 120,000 horses ,vith their no less inconceivable 
masses of supplies. 

In the construction of the locomotive engine the same 
range of pressures has been traversed, and the compound 
engine is come to be the ]a test and most perfected form of 
this machine. Hig·h-pressure cylinders 15 and 16 or 17 
inches in diameter, and lo,v-pressure cylinders of 28 to 30 
inches diameter are now common, and the ,veight . of the 
engine has risen to 40 and 45 tons for passenger service and 
to 100 tons for heavy freight trains, the most powerful 
being rated to haul from 4,000 to 4,500 tons on a level 
track. 1,he New York Central Railway engine No. 999 
holds the record for short runs, its speed ,having exceeded 
100 miles an hour, and this great engine has hauled 180 
tons 436 miles at an average speed of over 64 miles an·. 

. hour. The highest speed .at present writing for long dis• 
tances is held by a Brooks engine on the I�ake Shore road; 
pulling its train at the rate of 73 miles an hour over a dis. 
tahce of 86 miles, and drawing 150 tons 33 miles at the 
rate of 81 miles an hour. A single establishment in the 
United States (the Bald,vin Locomotive. Works) has built 
a total of about 15,000 engines. 

The stationary engine has reached its highest develop_ 
ment in the form of the steam pumping engine, and .has a 
record of con·sun1ption-in the case of the Allis engine at 
Milwaukee, designed ·by Reynolds-of 11.67 pounds of 
steam per horse-power per hour, · a "duty" of about 
150,000,000. · The "high-speed engine" employed in the 
trying work of the electric railway station holds its speed 
to a perfection of regulation permitting no visible fluctua
tion, ,vhatever the amount of variation in the work de
manded of it or the suddenness with ,vhich change occurs. 

Compound locomotives are less common than compound 
stationary engines. They are, however, gradually becom
ing used where fuel is expensive, and give, when well de� 
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signed, very marked economical advantages. The usual 
system places a high-pressure cylinder on one side and a 
low-pressure cylinder on the other, th.e latter being com
monly arranged to take steam direct from the boiler when 
starting, or whenever for any reason it is desirable. 

Some of the more interesting and successful designs of 
compound _loco1notive engines are those of which outline 

F10. 148.-Compound Locomotive Engine. 

illustrations f ollo,v, selected from Professor W oods's mono
graph.' That of Von Borries is exemplified by Figs. 148 
and 149 ; the one exhibiting the arrangement adopted in 

1 "Compound Locomotives ,,; A. T. Woods, )I. ?II. E. New York, Vnn 
Arsdale, 1891. The following matter is largely abstracted from the latest 
edition of the author's II Manual of the Steam-Engine." New York, J. ,vney
& Sons 1896., 

, 
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an engine on the Prussian State Rail ways, 1 the other a· 
common engine of less power. 

F1a. 149.-Coinpound Engine. 

The former has cylinders 18.1 and 25.6 inches diameter, 
24.8 inches stroke, weighs 88,250 pounds, and has 1,420 
square feet of heating-surface and 16 feet grate-surface. 

Fro. 150.-'' Intercepting Valve." 

1 "Engineering," February 1, 1889. 
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The driving-wheels are 52.4 inches diameter, and the steam
pressure 175 pounds by gauge. 

The second engine·is of 86,200 pounds ,veight, with 16- · 
and 23-inch cylinders, 24 inches stroke of pistons, 5½ feet 

· diameter of drivers, the pressure 170 pounds. 
The arrangement of both engines involves the peculiar 

form of sta1·ting-valve devised by Von Borries, ,vhich is· 

' 

F10. 151.-The ,voredell Engine. 

seen �n the next figure. In the sketch, a is the receiver.. 
pipe to the high-pressure, b that to the lo,v-pressu1·e ·cylin
der. The valve, v, is seen as in ordinary working when 
"under way," and the arrows show the course of the steam, 

.Attached to the back of this valve are two plungers, cc, 
constituting the starting-valve. When the throttle-valve 
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is opened steam enters the pipe d, passing back of the 
plungers, forcing the valve to its seat, e, at the same tirne 
opening the ports Ii h, through ,vhi,ch and the passage b it 
goes on to the large cylinder. 

·;·-.. : ..I..
I 
..I 

I
..• 

\. -! 

O ·  0 

., 

F10. 152.-P)an and Section, ,vorsdell's Valve . 

• 
When the engine starts, the exhaust occurs from the 

small cylinder and the receiver pressure rises ; this valve 
becomes equilibrated, returns to the position sho,vn, and, 
once thus started, the engine acts as a compound, and so 
continues u�til, after shutting off steam, this equilibrium is 
Jost and the engine starts again, later, as a simple machine. 
'l,his device is in extensive use. 

I� the W orsdell form of engine, Fig. 151, the construe-
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tion is as seen in the Rketch.1 
...4. is the steam-pipe, B the 

starting-valve connection, 0 the receiver, IJ tbe_ exhaust
pipe, and v and Vare the starting and the intercepting 
valves. '".rhe engine here taken fot· illustration is an Eng
lish passenger locomotive, having 16- and 2Q-inch cylinders, 
24 inches stroke, drivers 80! inches in diameter. The steam
pressure the same as the preceding, and the weight of engine 
97,000 pounds, of which 68,000 rests on the driving-wheels. 
The areas of heating and grate surface are, respectively, 
1,323½ and 17½ square feet. Joy's valve-gear is employed. 

The construction of the valves is seen in the next fig
ure. The flap-valve is the intercepting valve, seen as in 
1·egular working. Its spindle is connected with the small 
piston at a, as shown. 'l'he starting-valve is set in a pipe 
or casing connected with the former, as seen in the sketch. 
A valve held in place by a spring connects the pipes. b with 
the piston a. The starting-valve is worked by the engine
driver, the same motion closing the intercepting valve, and 

. the locomotive starts as a :8imple engine. rrhe rise of pres
sure in the receiver presently restores the. valves to ,the 
position shown, and the engine at-once becomes compound. 

Steam-pressures have risen, since the improvement of 
the steam-engine by Watt ,vas begun, somewhat as follows, 
at sea and in condensing engines : 

YEAR. STEA:M-PRESBUREB. 
A. D. Lbs. Atmos. 

1800 . ...................... . 0 to 5 0 to t 
1810 ........................ 5 " 7 ¼ " t 
1820 ..........•............. 5 " 10 ¼ " t 
1830....................... . 10" 20 1¼t " " 1840 ....................... . 20 1 Ii-" 1800 ....................... . lo" 25 1 1¼ 

21860........................ . 20" 30 

1870 ........................ r 60 4
" 1880....................... . 60" 90 4 " 6 

1880. � ..................... . 7t," 120 5 8 

1890 .................... ·-· .. 100" 200 8 "20 

1 "Engineering," March 80, 1888. 
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350 

The following have been considered fair average figut·cs 

I 

MARINE ENGINEERING. 

In many.cases considerable variations from these figures 
have been observed·, but they may be taken as representa-

C' 

as representing what ,vas good and standard practice at the 
. dates given, and as illustrating the progress effected in 
ma1;ine engineering in the period 1870-1900: 

· TYPE. 

Simple ............... � 
Compound ............ 

Coal per ] '\Voight
PrcSS\ll'C Piston-I. H. i> . perDato. of steam. speed.per hour. I. ll. P. 

·1870 50 2.1 500375
1880 480 480'75 1.8

180 1.31890 800 400Triple . ............... 
225 1.1 1,0001900Quadruple ..........•.•. .I 

The Clermont, the first successful stean1-vessel of Robert 
· Fulton, has now for its lineal. descendants vessels like, for 
example, the steamer N e\v York, built eighty years later, 
for the same route, by the Harlan· & Hollingsworth Com
pany, and "engined" by the W. & A. Fletcher Company 
(Fig. 152). The dimensions of hull are as follows : 

Length on the water-line ................... 801 feet .."" over all.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 311 
" Breadth of beam, moulded ..••.••••.••••••• 40 

h " over guards ............. . '74 " 
Depth, moulded . . .. . . .•. . . . .. . . . .. . • . . . . • 12 " 3· in.

" Draught of water, • • • . . .• . . .. . • • • . • • . . • . . • 6 
Tonnage (net, 1,091.89).. . . . . . . . . •. . . . 1,552.52 

The whee]s are aft of the centre of length, instead of 
forward-a great improvement in1 the appearance of the 
boat. 

The engine is a beam-engine, with a cylinder 75 inches 
diameter and 12-feet stroke of piston, provided with Stevens's 
cut-off. The use of a surface-condenser instead of a jet
condenser in this river-steamer is a change rnade to over
come the evil of using 1nixed salt and fresh ,vater in the 

88 
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boilers, as the tides extend to Albany and the water changes 
fro,n salt to f1·esh en route. 

Another change is the return to the use of Steven�'s 
feathering wheels. These are 30 feet 2 inches dian1eter 

' 

outside of buckets. There are 12 curved steel _s.buckets to 
each wheel. Each bucket is 3 feet 9 inches wide and 12 
feet 6 inches long. The _ wheels are overhung, and they 
have a bearing on the hull only . .  The feathering is effected 
in the usual manner by driving and radius bars, operated 
by a centre placed eccentric to the shaft aud held by the 
" A-fram·e "  on the guard. These wheels were introduced 
in the New York for the purpose of gaining speed, and the 
trial-trip shows that the builders' expectations were com
pletely fulfilled. Absence of jar is another gain obtained 
by the use of these wheels, and the comparatively thin 

·buckets enter the water so cleanly and smoothly that one 
notices none of the shake so common on boats with the 
ordinary wheels. 

Steam is supplied to the engine . by three return-flue 
boilers, each 9¼ feet diameter of shell, 11 feet width of 
front, and 33 feet long, constructed for a working pressure 

.. 
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of 50 pounds per square inch. Each boilflr has a grate
surface of 76 square feet or 228 square feet 111 all, and with 
the forced draught produce 3,850 horse-po,ver. 

The exterior is of pine, painted ,vhite, relieved with tints 
and gold. 'fhe interior is finished in cabinet-work, and is 
all bard wood, ash being used for,vard of the shaft on the 
m.ain deck, and 1nahogany aft and in the dining-cabin. Ash 
is also used in the " grand saloons " on the pro1nenade deck. 
The saloon-sides are almost entirely of glass, aud the ,vin
dows so Io,v that persons seated inside have an opportunity 
to view the scenery. 

The Puritan (Fig. 154) illustrates the adaptation of this 
type of steamer, so nearly perfected .by Robert L. Stevens, 
to that kind of navigation_ intern1ediate bet,veen rive1; or 
still-water and oceanic, ,vbich pe1·mits the, retention of some 
featur('s of the former, while modifying the shape of hull 
and type of engine �o meet the demands of "outside" • 

navigation. 
The plans of this steamer are by Mr. Pierce, the details 

of hull-construction by Mr. Faron, and the machinery by 
the W. & A. Fletcher Company. 1,he principal dhnensions 
are as follows : Length over all, 420 feet ; length on the 
water-line, 404 feet ; width of l1ull, 52 feet ; extre1ne 
breadth over gu�rds, 91 feet ; depth of hull amidships, 21 
feet 6 inches ; height _sof dome fr�n1 base-Jine, 63 feets; 
whole depth, fro1n base-line to top of house over the 
engine, 70 feet. Her total displacement, ready for a trip, 
is 4,150 tons, and her gross tonnage 4,650 tons. 

The ship is fire-proof and unsinkable,- having a doub_le 
hull divided into 59 ,vater-tight compartmen�s, 52 between 
the hulls and 7 made by ath\vartship bulkheads.· In the 
fastenings of hull and compartments there were used 700,-
000 rivets and upward of 30 miles of steel an�le�bar. Iler 
decks are of steel, wood-covered. · Iler masts are of steel, 
and hollo,v, to serve as ventilators, and are 22 inches in 

· 'diameter. Her paddle-wheels arc e'ncased in steol. 

·;, 
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. wale bearings ; they ,veigh 40 tons each. The cranks 
,veigh 9 ton8_each. The crank-pin is 19 inches in diameter 

MARINE ENGINEERING. 

The hull is of "mild steel," 20 per cent. stronger than 
iron. The ,vheels are of steel, and are 35 feet i.n diameter 
outside the buckets. The buckets are 14 feet long and 5 
feet ,vide, each bucket of steel seven eighths inch thick, and 
,veighing 2,800 pounds without rocking ai•ms and brackets 
attached. 1'he tot3;ls. weight of each ,vheel is 100 tons. 
rI'he wheels are " feathering," and tu1·n at the rate of 24 
revolutions a minute. 

The boat has a cornpound, vertical, beam, surface-con-
densing engine of 7,500 horse-po,ver. rl'he hig·h-pres8ure 
cylinder is 75 inches in diameter, and O feet stroke of 
piston. 1'he low-pressure cy )inder is 110 inches in diame
ter, and 14 feet st1·oke of piston. 'l'be surf ace-condenser has 
15,<J00 square feet of cooling surface and ,veighs 53 tons. 
Of condenser-tubes of b1·ass there are 14½ miles. fler 
working-bea1n is 34 feet in lengtl1 from centre to centre, 17\ 
f'3et wide, and ,veighs 42 tons. 'J'he section of beam-strap 
measures 9½ X 1 1  ¼ inches. The main centre of the beam is ·
19 inches in  diameter in its bearings. The shafts are 27 
inches in diameter in main beari,ngs, and 30 inches in gun-

an<l 22 inches long. 
The boilers <'ontain 850 Hquare feet of grate-surface and 

26,000 square feet of heating surface. The products of 
combustion passed through t,vo super-heaters, 8 feet 10 
inches inside diameter and 12 feet 4 inches outside diame
ter, by 12 feet high ; thence into twQ smoke-stacks, the 
top of eacli being 101 feet 1 inch from the keel. 
· The dining-saloon is 108 feet 4 inches in length by 30 
feet in ,vidth, and 12 feet in height. 'I'here are 12 miles 
of electric-light,ing wirP, and, including annunciators, fire
alarrn, etc., there are 20 miles of wire and 12,000 feet of 
steatn-pipe. 1,here are capacious gangways and staircases, 
lofty cornices, and ceilings supported by taste£ ul pilasters, 
the tapering .colun1ns of ,v-l1ich, ins._ relief, flank exquisitely, 
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tinted panelling thl'oughout the length of her saloons.· 
Every convenience kno,vn to civilization, and ,vhich can 
contribute to the ease and co1ufort of the traveller on . land 
or when afloat; is included in the internal arrange1nents of 
this floating caravansary. 

Fro. 155.- Tandcm Compound Engine. (Scale 1'w,) 

The latest types of mariue engine are those com
pounded engines in \\1hich the number of engines in series 
is three, or even rnore, usually driving three equidistant 
cranks, and those ,vhich are designed to drive t,vo, or even 
three, scrc,vs independently. In the extension of the prin
ciple of compounding in n1nltiplc-cylindcr engines, it js 
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' 

probably desirable to restrict the number of cranks to three, 
even with a pair of low-pressure cylinders, or in the quad
ruple-expansion engine ; both as a matter of economy and . _a

.1!"10. 156.-'l'riple-cxpansion Engine. 

to secure smooth ,vorking· ,vith minirnum friction. The 
balance is usually practically perfect and the full advantage 
of compounding is attained. 



� 

monly substantially the same in general, the differences 
being principally in the proportions of the steam-cylinder 
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In these cases the construction of all the engines which 
constitute an element of the compounded n1achine is com-
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and its accessories. The t1·iple-expansion engine thus usu
ally consists, as a ,vhole, of three similar simple engines, 
side by side, so arranged, as to size of cylinde1· and dis
position of pip�s and valves, that they work as a series in 
taking and exhausting steam. There are, bo,vevcr, a num
ber of successful arrangements of tb1·ee- and of four-cy lin� 
der engines driving but t,vo c1·anks· and in ,vhich the 
" tandema" disposition of cylinde1·s is adopted ,vith good 
results. 

The engraving represents-one set of the triple-expansion 
engines of the twii:i-screw sister-ships, the City of Paris and 
the City of New York. Their general arrangement is ,veil 
shown. Each set drives one screw. 'l1he magnitude of· 
these great engines is indicated by the altitud� of . the 
working platfo1:1ns and the 

. 
reversing wheel. This 1nay be I 

-taken to represent a standa;rd and very satisfactory disposi-
tion of parts and general proportion of engines.

A good san1ple set of figures for the proportions and 
performance of these engines are : 

Steam-cylinders, dian1etcr, inches .......•... • . •  45, 71, 113 

Stroke of pistons, feet •. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Ratios of volu1ncs. .. . 1 ; 2. 489 ; 6. 304 or O. 402 ; 1 : 2 _-58 
Stell.m-pressurc, per gauge, lbs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . • . _148 
Revolutions per minute. . . . . ..•.. �............ �. . . . 8'7 
Vact1t1m, inches... . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Mean pressures, lbs . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . 64 ; 32 ; 14 

Indicated power, H. P ..... . .......•• ; . • . . . . . . ... 19,175 
°Temperature feed-water, F�hr. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . 119

" usea-water, .....,. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . 154" 
Area H. S., square feet.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50,250

'' ''G. S., . ; . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,294
. '' d d su rface . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83,000· con cnse 

I.H. P. per square foot G. S .... ; .................. 14.8 
1" " II S " . . . . . •. . .. . . . . . . . . . 2.62 = 0.38 

'' " " · condensed surface..•. 1 = 0. 58 
_\2 

Ratio H. S. to G. S. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38. 8 " '' '' C. S. .....................n • • • • • • • •  1 . 52 .,,.· 
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1,hese figures are gi vcn by_ thB engineer officers of the 
ship for a passage across the Atlautic made in  5 days, 1 9  
hours, 34 minutes. 

�.rhe triple-expansion engine has no,v displaced the or
dinary t-,vo-cylinder compound machine in regular \'\'ork of 
the merchant navy for long routes, and is ·also adopted for 
stationary engines where the cost of fuel is such as ,vill 

justify the sorne,vhat increased cost of const1·uction. By 
its use it is found practicable to raise the steam-pressure 
to above ten atmospheres (150 pounds and np"'ard) and to 
increase the ratio of expansion to 15 or mol'e, with good 
results. Tbe g1·eat oo�t of fuel . and the value of tonnage 
space on shipboard have hastened this advance in n1arinc
engine design·. 1\'lr. A. E. Seaton, cotnparing sister-ships 
fitted ,vith the t,vo types of engine, fotind this change to 
produce a saving of about 20 per cent. over the t,vo-cylin-
<ler cornpound engine. 

These engines ,vere introduced in, 1 ':::74 b-r !\Ir. A. C. 
l{irk in the steamship Propontis, tho stcan:1 being supplied 
at 160 pounds pressure by water-tube boilers. 

rrhis type of engin� in the long voyage bet,vecn London 
and Australia (1880) has given great economy, suving 5b0 
tons in the voyage and permitting the ·carrying of 500 tons 
additional freight. 

Quadruple expansion in engines carrying 175 to 200 
pounds stea1n hf.).s beei1 introduced (1885), and promjses sti11 
furthe1; advantage shon]d it prove practicable to constructe· 
satisfactory boilers.e. 

Tbe�e·engines thus permit the economical en1ployn1ent, · 
often, of twice the pressurr, or more, customary in ordina.1·yt. 
compound engines, and a third, or more, higher tba� with 
triple expansion, and .  the hest ratios of expansion are cor
respondingly increased, 20 and 25 being not uuusnal 
values. In the �rrange1nent of tl1is· engine the cylinderR 
are vari<?nsly grouped by the ilifferent. designers ; all of 
,vhom, ho,vcver, endeavor to secure ·a co1nbinatjon of light• 
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ness, compactness, small clearance-spaces, and good steam
distribution, with uniform rotatory action on the crank
shaft. · A common design mounts t,vo cylinders on the 
upper ends of the other t,vo, thus in effect producing a· 
pair of "tandem " engines, ,vith the t,vo cranks at 1·ight 

· angles and, with properly proportioned receivers ; i n  other 
designs, three cranks are employed in  order to secure more 
uniform turning moments, and in  such examples one crank 
is acted upon by t,vo cylinders, ,vhile the others are con
nected to a single piston each. A less co1npact and more 
weighty and costly design applies each of the four pistons 
to each of four cranks, giving admirably good rotative 
effect, but sacrificing something of the advantages of the 
other types. For boiler-pressures exceeding 15 atmos.;. 

pheres (above about 225 pounds per square inch) the quad-
1·uple-expansion engine is unquestionably an economical 
form, and for marine purposes, or where fuel is very costly, 
it is Jikely to supersede the triple-expansion engine. 

A1nong recent forms of pumping-engines worthy of 
special notice is the modified "high-duty" engine of Mr. 
C. C. W ortbington (Fig. 158). In the figure the "high� 
duty attachments" performs an exceedingly important office 
in a very ingenious yet simple manner. It consists of a 
pair of plungers working in oscillating barrels, seen atsthe · . 
right, attached to a cross-bead on each· piston-rod common 
to engine and pnn1p. Water u1ider high pressure from the· 
"rising ·main"  is introduced behind these plungers and re
tained as nea.rly uniform as practicable as the engine makes 
its stroke. It is seen that this pressure resists the motion 
of the engine from the beginning· to the middle of its stroke. 
At mid-stroke the cent1·c-lines of the plungers al'e perpendic
ular to the line of the rod ; they connt.erl,alanco each other, 
and the a,ction of the pair is neutral as respects the engine. 
Beyond half-strok:e this pressnl'e aids the steam, and the 
more as the end of stroke is approached. · The irregular ac
tion of the expanding stean1 is thus tnet by a corrcspondiug·-
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ly variable.and precisely opposite action ofs" equalizers," and 
it is easy, ,vith higl1 ratios of expansion, even, to thus secure a 
very uniform pressure in excess of the resistance of the wat�r
_scolumn, by careful proportioning of parts and of pressures. 

This engine is thus brought into the class kno,vn as 
"high-duty engines." This u.ttachment does the duty· of 
the fly-wheel, often in  other engines of enormous ,veight, 
and thus increases .effectively the efficiency of the engine as 
a machine. It is also at times a f4afety-attachment, stop
ping the engine in case of a breakage in the mains. 

U11 der similarly favorable conditions we may also, with 
equal likelihood, anticipate a . probability that ,ve may ob
tain economy ,vith 1nultiple-cy linder engines in sornewhere 
about the follo,ving proportionss: 

CO"Sll:U{I- Steam• G�in, Gain,ENGINE. tion. prossure. total. dltferen�o. 
. 

Lbs. Lbs. Per cent. Por cent. 
Simple, one cylinder .... .... . ... . .  2 . 0  75 . . . . 
Co,npound (double-expansion) .... t : G  125 20 20 
Triple-cxpansioii ..... ....•...•... 1 .4  175 �o 10 
Quadt·uple expa.n�ion ............. 225 4.0 10 

50
1 . 20, .-

uintuple-expnnsion .•••........ Q 10l ; l  

The figures in the ·first three cases are based upon ,vhat 
is probably a,nple exp�rience ; the others are ohtained by 
inference from the rate of progression thus established, and 
upon the principle, above enunciated, that the waste is re
duced .s.s. 

The stationary multiple-cylinder engine ·is 1�arely given. 
the same form as the marine engine. The necessity of · 
.having a pair of ci·anks, and the objection to the employ-

. 1nent of the fly-wheel, do not here exist ; nor does either 
.the volu1ne or the ,veight of the n1achine become so vitally 
:important a matter as ats. sea. The design adopted is, for 
.these reasons, one \Vhich. \vill be of minirnum first cost, irre.:. 
spectivc of these considcrat,ions. 
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The " tandema" engine is perhaps the most common 
form of stationary cornpou1id engine. In this type, as 
sho,vn in the next illustration, the t,vo cylinders are set in 
line, have a comn1on piston-rod, a�d drive the same crank. 
']'he high-pressure cylinder is co1nn1only placed behind the 
lo,v-prcssure, and the latter is directly attached to the frame
of the engine. r_rhe exhaust of the srnaller cylinder is 
carried in any convc11ient manner to tbe large engine ; but 
the more direct and the larger the conduits employed, the 
better. In some cases tho .t,vo cylinders are set directly in  
contact. rl'his plan involves a difficulty usually in packing 
the rod het,veen thern, buta. it has tho advantage of great 
compactness.. 

'l'he compound ·aCorliss engine was first introduced by 
other hnilders ; but ·no one was ,nore successful in the eco
nomical ,vorking of the rnachi.ne than ,vas its great origina
tor, the late George H. Corliss. 'fhe usual method of com
pounding this engine for stationary purposes is that kno,vn 
as the " tandem " system, in which the high-pressure cylin
der is set behind the low-pressure, both pistons having a 
common rod and . driving a common Ret of reciprocating 

, parts and having valve-�earing actuated by the same eccen
tric and rod. The plan is simple, ine�pensive, convenient, 
and compact, and is found to be very satisfactory in opera
tion, the economy attained by it being about as high as 
that of any other arrangement yet devised. This method 
is illust.rated by Fig. 159, which exhibits a form of the en
gine designed by Mr. Edwin R�ynolds. It is readily seen 

· ·that it '\\Tould probably be impossible to find a · better 
method of combining maximum efficiency with minirnum 
cos� . 

High and low speed engines a�e already described. 
Classified with reference to their method of driving ma-
chinery, we may thus designate the two clas�es : . 

(�) Engines which may be used in driving by belt, and 
·,•,hich are not adapted for direct connection. 

I 
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(2) Engines especially designed and constructed to be 
coupled directly to the "dynamo." 

•. 

The first class of engines is by many of the more con
servative engineers still preferred to the second. . The 
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latter constitute the so#called modern "high-speedt" type of 
engine, and are coming into general use for high-speed ma
chinery, especially in electric light and po,ver stations. 

One of the methods of securing economy in the ,vorking 
of steam has been stated, ,vhen describing the Porter-Allen 
engine; to be the driving of the engine up to the highest · 
sa�e velocity of piston and givingt it maximu·m speed of .
rotation. The time allowed for "initialt" condensation of 
each charge, and for the necessary change of temperature 
preceding such condensation, is thus reduced, the amount 
of steam condensed within the cylinder being thus made a 

s 

minimum in any given time. This fact, an<l their wonder
_fully perfect regulation and safety against " running away," 
constitute their ,peculiar advantages. 

11ie governor is of a type that has not been seen in the 
engines previously described. In the common "fly-ball 
governort" the two balls revolve about a vertical_ spindle, 
to which they are attached by a pair of arms in such a 
manner that they may take any position that the resultant 
action -of gravity, centrifugal force, and the pull on the 
supporting arms may give them. 4, defect common to all 
governors of this class is, that the force tending to pull the 
balls downward is perfectly uniform. The pQsition taken 
by the balls, at any fixed speed of engine, is always the 
same ; the connection of the balls ,vith the regulating mech- · 
anism is one which always preserves a fixed relation be
tween: the position of the governor-balls and the position oft· 
the regnlating apparatus. Thus it happens that the en
gine c'an never be kept precisely at speed, unless the speed 
is such as will give the gove1·nor exactly its normal position, 
and at thet. same time such _that the valves shall supply 

· just the normal quantity of steam to the engine� If we can 
substitute for the action of gravity a force which ca� be 
made to vary with ch.ange in the position· of the balls, in 
such a way that the variation in the opening of the throttle, · 
or in position 'of the point of cut-off, shall go on until the 
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engine conies to speed, irrespective of all other conditions, 
we shall have what is known as ans" isochronpuss." govern
or, and shall be able to secure the right speed, ,vhatever 
changes occur in steam-pressure or in load, provided that 
there is steam enough to drive the load at that speed with 
the least expansion for ,vhich the engine is designed. Such 
a result can be reached by substituting the tension of a 
spring, properly set, for the action of gravity. The form 
of governor here illustrated is, or can be made to be, of 
this class. Jt simply requires that the spring tension shall 
be given a certain easily determined relation to the effort 
· of centrifugal force. 

A governor of this character, when well made and ad
justed, will open the throttle-valve, or will increase the 
1·atio of expansion, as the steam-pressure diminishes or as 
the l�ads. is increased, and will continue to move in the 
proper direction indefinitely, or until the machine comes 
to speed, or until the engine is doing all that it can do. In 
this governor (Fig. 160) two levers. are set on either side 
the crank-shaft, in a frame or a pulley to which they are 
pivoted at b b. These rods carry ,veigbts, A A, which 
may be adjusted to any d.esired position by means of the 
bolts seen in the cut. The outer end of each rod is linked · 
to the loose eccentric, 0 0, by the rods, B B, and is con
trolled by the springs, I.i1 F, which resist the effort of cen
trifugal force tending to throw the weights out,vard. As· 
the weights s,ving outward or inward as the one or the 
other of the two opposing forces predominates, the eccen
tric is turned on the •Shaft in such a· manner as to give the 
valves that motion which is necessary to produce the prope1· 
distribution of steam to bring the ·engine to its speed. The 
adjustment of this r�gulator to its work is easily obtained 
by the shifting of thes•weights along the levers, or by in
creasing or diminishing their amount, as is found nec-
essary. 

'11he general arrangement of this system and the appear-
34 
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ance of an engine of this class are illustrated in the accom-
pany1ng engraving. 
· A dash-pot has sometimes been used on the governor 

' 

. ....
Fro. 160.-Shaft-Governor. ,. 

to correct the tendency to violent fluctuation when nearly 
isochronous. 

Among the fi1·st of these automatic engines to nnd a 
place in electric-lighting was the Armington & Sims en
gine, which was also one of the earliest to be built as a 
compound engine. An experimental engine was built about · 
1880 ; but the -engine ,vas not constructed as a multiple
cylinder engine regularly and as a standard type until some 
years later. The form given this engine is seen in the ac
companying illustration, which represents the machine as 
construct,ed to give 100 horse-power at high speed. The 
regulation and the general constru<�tion of each of the two 
elements ·  of the compound engine are similar to those al
ready described in the simple engine. The two cranks are 
placed opposite, and this gives that perfection. of balance 
which cannot be secured by any other_ device. It i� also 
the best method of obtaining trans£ei· of steam from the 
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one engine to the other with minimum loss of pressure • .  
The attainment of a speed of 800 1·evolutions a minute is 
not impracticable. In the more cornmon type next shown 

the pecu]ia1· form of the valve provides for quick admission 
of steam, and the large wearing surfaces insure it more or 
less fully against leakage ; the pistons a�d stuffing-boxes 
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used are more easily got at than ordinarily with engines of 
the " tandem " type . 

. Piston-valves are used, and in this engine the steam
chest is bored out and fitted ,vith bushings ,vhich have sup
port1r.ig bars to prevent the valve catching upon the portR. 
vVhcn ,vorn they can be ,vithdra,vn and new ones inserted,

• I 

and a ne,v valve introduced, ,vithout delay. 
Fig. 162 represents an auto,natic compound engines· de

signed by Mr. F. II. Ball, especially for use in driviug 
dynamo-electric machinery. 

11he illustration represents engines using steam at 125 
pounds pressure, and_ of 250 horse-po,ver each. 

It was thought best to build these engines in the form 
of a double engine rather than the " tandems" type of com
pound, because it was· believed that higher rotative speed 
con]d be successfully used where the work was distributed 
over two sets of crank-pins and journals of smaller sizes, 
rather than ,vith the use of a single set of bearings of larger 
size, as in the case of a. tandem engine developing the c_om
bined power of the double compound. 

An engine designed by- Mr. Ide (Fig.· 163) illustrates 
both the " tandems" form of compound high-speed engine, 
ancl some features of design of peculiar interest. Tb is en
gine has its running parts covered in, to insure that the oil, . 
which is freely supplied, may not be ·wasted or :;pattered 
about, to the injury of surrounding objects, while thus also 

·obtaining thoroughness of lubrication approxi.mating that of 
the "oil-bath." 'I'his gives, when fully effected, very great 
decrease in the wasted energy'of internal friction of engine 
and corresponding increase of efficie_ncy. 'l1he design is 
simple, inexpensive of construction, and embodies details of 
constrtiction coming to be generally recognized as essential 
to high efficiency. The engine has a shaft-governor, cori
tro]led by a dash-pot, and thus enabled to regulate more 
closely. · Its running parts are usually of steel. . 

One of the dangers to ,vhich fast-running engines are 

• 
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peculiarly exposed is that of injury by the entrapping of 
,vater in the cylinder and the p1unging of the piston against 
t'.l e mass of incornpressible fluid ,vhich then fills the clear-
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• •ance�spaces. In this en_gine, in addition to the rehef-cocks 
or valves which are a.I,vays fitted to such engines, a safe
guard is introduced in the for1n of ,vbat engineers are ac-
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customed to call the " breaking-piece," a part which is 
made purpos�ly ,veaker than other portions of the machine, 

'. exposed to a con1mon danger, so that this piece may go 
when danger arises. This piece is alwf!.ys one the replace
ment of which will give· little trou�le and 1nake but little 
expense. Such a breaking-piece is 'n1ade to form a part of 
-the cylinder-head. rrhis n1ay be knocked out without in-. 
jury to any important or costly part of the structure.1 
. The single-actfng multi-cylinder engine ofWestinghouse, 

·illustrated in  the engraving, is a good typical representa
tive of this class, and is one of the· sin1plcst devices of its 
kind. A single piston-valve, set horizontally _above the 
two cyliri<lers,. distributes the steam and is regulated by ·a 
shaft-governor which properly varies- its throw. The cranks 
are set opposite each othera; the motions of the pistons are 
synchronous · in opposite directions, and no receiver is 
needed. Both engines are single-acting-, and high comp1·es
sion does away largely ,vitb the ,vastes due to cousi�erable 
clearance.a· The cut-off in the high-pressure cylinder is 

• effected by the lap of the· valve. It has been found pos
�ible by this arrangement to bring down the consumption 
of steam to less than 20 po11nds (9 kilos) per horse-power · 
per hour when condensing, and below 25 pounds (1,1 kilos) 

·when working non-condensing� 
In such single-acting engines it is usually intended that 

the rod shall never leave the crank-pin, in order that pound
ing may not occur. It is therefore evidently necessary that 
they should be so proportioned and speeded that the action 
of the inertia of their r�ciprocating parts shall not produce 
stresf\es, on turning the centre, in excess of the sum of 
weights and steam p1·essure. 

• The author planned an engine, about the year 1860, in which the 
whole cylinder-head was made a safety-valve which could lift and discharge 
the water into the chamber behind it, th� cover of the latter bei�g bolted 
on, while the cylinder-head was only held in place against a faced joint by 
steam-pressure. 

I 
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(Scale -/iz.) 

An ingenious modification of the enclosed single-acting 
'.compound type of engine, the " central-valve enginee" of • 
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Mr. Willans_;_which is also interesting as having been the 
subject of ·exceptionally complete scientific investigation
is seen in Fig. 165. It was 
studied as a simple, a com-

. pound, and a triple-.expan
sion engine, being easily 
adapted to either system. 1 

.As here sho�n, its three· 
cylinders are placed in series 
and " tandem." The valves 
are on one rod, driven by a 
single eccentric on the crank
pin, the rod being in the axis 
of tho engine and the valvesa· 
within the hollow piston-rod. 
Out-off is effected by the pas
sage of the ports into metallic 
rings in th·e ends of the cyl
inders, and is adjustable by 
band or by the governor. 
Compression is effected in 
the separate cushion - cham-. 
ber.2 

These engines are usuaJiy 
grouped in pairs, ,vith cranks 
at rigb t angles. 

. Iu some cases the arrange
ment of a pair of . complete 
engines, of properly selected F10. 165.-Central-Valve Engine. · 
sizes,a in . such manner that. 
either the exhaust of one may be used in the other, or 
steam -may be taken direct from the boiler to eitll.er, is .·

1 The discussion of this paper is remarkably interesting:-" Transac
tions of the British Institute of Civil Engineers," March, 1888 ; 1887-
1889 ; No. 2,306, vol. xciii. 

1 Ibid., vol. lxxxi, p. 166 .. 
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found advantageous. When less power is demanded, or 
when one is disabled, the· available engine may then be 
used alone. Economy has �een attained by this plan even 

, when the t,vo engines are placed at considerable distances 
apart, the precaution being taken to carefully guard against 
loss of heat between them. 

The '"scross-compounds" type of Corliss engine is illus
trated by the acco1npanying sketch of a pai_r designed by 
Mr. Reynolds and built by Allis & Company :for the Nam
quit Mills .s The cranks are set at right angles, and the re. 
ceiver is placed beneath the floor. This is a less common 
variety than the "tandem" form, but is still often adopted. 

rrbe general arrangeqient and disposition of the parts· 
of a triple-expansion - engine 'as built by the 'Corliss Com
pany _is seen iri Fig. 166. Here the low-pressure cylinder 
is divided, one of its t,vo elements being coupled with the 
high-pressure cylinder on the right, and the twin with the· 
intermediate cylinder on the left. The cranks a�e set at 

. 90s° . These engines have cylind�rs 20, 34, 36, and 36 inches 
. 'diameter and 5 feet stroke of piston. · All cylinders are 

completely steam-jacketed, heads included, and the ste�n1 
ii:i somewhat superheated. Jet-condensers are used. Tho .s
capacity of the engine is 1 ,000 I. H. P. or inore, and its 
'-' dutys" is about 135,000,000 poundss; the fuel used, when 

·of good quality, amounting on test to 1.44 pounds pers
· horse-power per hour. 

"Compounding" simple engines is often a very eco� 
nomical and profitable plan. The method depends mainly 
upon the design of the engine to be so altered. The com
n1on forms of stationary beam·-engine are frequently im· 
proved by what is calleds" McNaughting," placing . a new 
high-pressure cylinder beside the old and low-pressure cyl� 
inder -and connecting it to the san1e beam. 

The Steam-Turbine constitutes a class of steam-engine 
which, although the first invented, and fa1niliar as a typo 
�o all engineers from the days o� Hero the Younger, ands. 
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known to have a high theoretical and moderately high 
actual efficiency, has been only experimentally used until a 
very 1:ecent date. ':l'hat of Hero has be.en illustrated in Fig. .
3. Branca's engine (Fig. 6) ,vas the_ first cxetnplar of an

.other nO\V common form of ,, stearn-turbine," alth·ough the 
name is not pi'ecisely correct. This is i llustrated in the re-· 
cent device of I.,a Val. 'l'he At,vater engi:ne of about 1840 
,vas of this type, and· ,vas said to be as econornical as the 
engines of the time of equal power. Steam-turbines of 
the in,vard-flow �ype have been used by Gorman and· 
others.' 

The later "compound.s" steam-turbine bas recently _been 
some,vbat extensively employed in the operation of dynamo
electric machinery. . It, con�ists of tw.o sets of · parallel-flow 
turbines set in t\\·ir1 series on ·one shaft on either side the 
induction-pipe, thus balancing. The passages are gradually · 
enlarged as the volume of the steam increases ,vith its pro-. 
greRs1ve expansion. 

The turbines thus n lt,<>rnate with their guide-lllades, and 
both the vanes and t.he hlade8 are carefully proportioned 
and set to secure maxir1nm attainable efficiency at the pro
posed speed of rotation, their pitches and depths being 
suitably varied. .. 

The actual consun1ption of steam is founil to be 75 - to 
25 pounds per electrical horse-power pro(lueed, and per 
_hour, as steam-pressures rise from 60 to 1 fi0 pounds hy 

·gauge. The speed of rotation ranges from 5,000 or 10,000 
revolution� per minute upward, according to size and steam
pressures; 18,000 �nd 20,009 being common speeds for the 
smaller sizes. 

Dow's turbine is an inward-flow wheel with concentric 
sets of guides and vaneR in serieR, and is said to have at.:. 
tained 35,000 revolutions per minute, ,vol'king regularly at 
25,000, consuming 55 pounds of steam per horse-power per 

1 Rankine, p. 538. 
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The theory of thi_s type of machine is that familiar.to the 
hydraulic engi�eer, and the speedE: of orifice for maximum 
efficiency are \\'ell known to be infinite in the Hero class of • 
turbine and - approximately one half the final velocity of 
flo,v in the guide-b]adc turbine. Sincesthes� speeds are· 
impracticabl� in their use, a certain loss of energy is thus 
inevitable. In compensation for this loss, in the steam
turbine, is the fact tha.t it is not subject to that fluctuation 
of te1nperature of parts exposed to contact with the steam 
which results in large wastes by cylinder-condensation in 
the common forms of steam-engine. A gain of from 25 to 

·50 per cent. in this item is to be counted upon. 
The Do,v turbine, as built for ,vork in connection with 

the Ho,vell torpedo, gives an average of· about 11 horse
power in co_ming· up to speed in regular ,vorking, at 60 
pounds s�eam-pressure, and weighs from 100 to 150 pounds, 
or not far from 13 pounds per horse-power. 1 Its fly-wheel 
rim attains a speed of nearly 7 miles an hour at 10,000 
revolutions pe�· mj11ute. The designer estimates its po,ver 
at 150 pounds ··steam-pressu1·e . and the same speed at 40 
horse-po,ver, or 1 borse-po,ver to 3.75 pounds weight, and 
states that tqis may be still further reduced to the extraor
dinary minimum of 2½ pounds weight per horse-power, a 
figure well within the estimated allo,vable maximum for 
use in aeronautic ,vork. 

The steam-turbine of Parsons (Fig. 167) is an engine 
consisting of a seties oftui·bines, the different pairs of guides 
and ,vheels being so placed that the fluid passes successively 
from one paii to the next. · Of the ·two forms, radial and 
axial flow, only the latter have been used here. Two series 
of cylindrical turbines· are used, arranged symmetrically to 
the right and left of the central steam-inlet, the exhaust 
taking place from the two ends. In this manne1· a balance 
is obtained, and the bearings are 1·elieved of end-pressure. 
Oil is forced through the bearings by a pump. The bear-

1 Electrical Woi·ld, April 18, 1891. 
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ings are thus forcibly deluged with oil, which returns to a 
reservoir. The governor is a suction fan mounted upon 
the spindle and connected with a diaphragm, which operates 
the throttle-valve against the power of a spring. Its action 
is found to be rapid and certain. 

Such engines have been successfully employed in driv
ing electric machinery and in " spinning " the '' fly " of the 
IIowell torpedo. For alternating electric currents, this 
systen1 possesses the peculiar ad vantage of permitting a 
·· dynamo " to be employed having but two poles. It may 
be readily driven continuou3ly at speeds exceeding 20,000 
revolutions per minute. 

In conclusion of this review of the later developments 
· of the close of the nineteenth century, we may abstract a 
few paragraphs from an article by the author on " The 
Trend of National Progress," and summing up the major 
points of interest in this connection : 1 

" Great movements, whether of mind or matter, of na
tions or of planets, of civilizations or of comets, of philoso
phy, of religion, or of wealth-production, are the results of 
the action .of great natural forces, and have in all cases a 
definable route· and rate of motion. As the writer has often 
put it, ' Nature never turns a sharp corner' in any such 
movement, and the mighty flux of material and of intellec
tual .forces, and the grand resultant flow 9f the current of 
material, or of intangible progress, must always he as steady 
and as smooth as that of a great river flowing through a 
plain. It may deviate, and even turn upon itself at times, 
hut it must have a smooth curve, if not a rectilinear course. 
Now and then �ome great moral or physical obstruction 
may impede or divert its stream, but only rnigbty forces, 
commensurate with the tremendous inertia of the mass 
affected, can produce immediate or marked effects upon 
either its magnitude or its direction. 

1 '' Trend of National Pro�ress, by Robert H. Thurston, Director of Sib
ley College, Cornell University," North .American Review, 1896. 
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" It thus comes that, if we can trace the line of progress 
during the immediate past-if we are able to fo1low it 
during past centuries or bygone ages-we may lay down 
upon the chart the line of its earlier course to date, and 
can see at once what must inevitably be the direction, the 
rate, and the distance gained in any stated time in the im
mediate future, provided new and catastrophic phenomena 
do not, by their unexpected and unforeseeable action, in
validate all prophecy. Given the curve of human progress 
in any field as representing tha immediate past, the imme
diate future becomes knowable with a degree of accuracy 
and certainty which is the greater as the forces and the 
masses affected by them are the greater. The terminal 
portion of our curve exhibits the tendency and the direc
tion of movement at the moment ; and if no great phys
ical or moral force threatens to introduce a new deviating 
power, or to cause some catastrophe, the progress of to-day 
will be inevitably the outcome of the progress of yester
day and the introduction to the progress of to-morrow, 
with unchanged, or little changed, rectilinear or curvilinear 
advance. The rate of progress of education, or of wealth 
accumulation, in 1895, must be substantially correct as a 

· gauge of that of 1896, or, with perhaps a little less exact
ness, of that of 1900. A great war, or a world-wide com
mercial depression, or a ' reformation,' may now and then, 
in the course of the centuries, affect these great social cur
rents of progress ; but, if nothing at the moment looms up, 
threatening the immediate future, the trend of human or of 
national progress may be considered as fully established." 

" The basis of all wealth and the measure of the power 
of accumulation of wealth is the aggregate working power 
of a people. The working power of a civilized people has 
come to be measured by the total of its steam-power. The 
growth in its total ' horse-powera' in steam-engines of all 
kinds is the measure of its growth in all the material foun-
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dation of civilization and progress, and thus material prog
ress underlies progress in all the arts and scieuces, and 
every intellectual as well as material advance. The first of 
our diagrams (Fig. 168, A) exhibits the trend of our national 
progress in developing power of national ad van cement. Its 
smooth, steady curvature shows not only advance and con
stant gain, but a steady and continuous gain in rate of 
gain. A straight line would simulate gain by simple in
teresta; our curves, A to .D, sirnulate gain by compound 
interest with frequently recurring periods of payrnent. The 
century has seen great gain in power of doing work, of ac
cumulating wealth, and great gain in rapidity of gain of 
power and wealth. All our subsequent deductions confirm 
this primary and essenatial, this fundamental, conclusion. 
The United States of North America constitutes not only 
the most powerful of nations, in the most literal and mean
ing sense, but it is all the time incr€asing its speed in the 
race and aR constantly more and more rapidly distancing its 
competitors. As we shall see presently, its greater and 
growing intelligence ; its great inventive power, fostered by 
our exceptionally effective patent systema; its industry, its 
education ; its conscientious acceptance of the correct prin
ciple8 of morals and of economics, as they are brought for
ward and generally discussed-all these, and other and 
concomitaQt qualities, give good reason for Mulhall's en
thusiastic prediction, as well as for all the eloquence and 
pride and confidence of Carnegie. 

" In Fig. 168 the line A is the expression of the fac� 
and the law of the progress of the United States from 1820 
to 1895 ; and the dotted portion shows clearly what is to 
be anticipated in the immediate future, if no catastrophic 
and unanticipated change in the conditions deterrnining the 
fact and the law occurs. The smoothness of the curve and 
its regularity of curvature prove that natural causes have 
operated very steadily and continuously, in spite of occa
sional ' crises,' and that we may fairly assume the contia-

35 
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uation of the curve in the same geometric relations to give 
ue a prophecy of the coming years. Our total physical 
power for use in driving machinery, for wealth production, 
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has risen from about 4,300,000,000 foot-tons, daily, in 1820 
-the equivalent of lifting a ton 800,000 miles-to nearly 
ten times that figure in 1860, and to thirty times that 
power in 1895. It is seen that it must become something .  
like forty times as much-150,000,000,000-about 1900 or a 
little later. Human power is seen to be growing slowly
i. e., in proportion to population, simply ;  while steam
power, coming in with Watt's perfection of the engine, at 
the beginning of the century, will amount to one half the 
total this year, and aggregate 80,000,000 in 1900, and 110,-
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TREND OF PROGRESS. 

000,000,000 in 1910. Horsee-power, steadily growing at a 
moderate rate, though much faster than population, in the 
earlier half century, and greater by far than steam-power, 
finally is eclipsed about 1880 by the latter, and, though still 
rapidly and steadily growing, falls far behind at the end 
of the century. Steam-power measures most accurately, 
probably, the ability to accumulate all those comforts and 
luxuries which constitute modern civilization, and it is seen 
that the trend of the line is there most rapid}y upward." 

" Fig. 169 simply classifies the forms of steam-power 
into marine, stationary, loco1notive, and gives their aggre
gate. · The mightiest gain is seen to be in locomotive-en
gineR on our railroads. These curves show not only what 
are the figures for the past and the present, and for the next 
few years, but their uniformly steady curvature proves 
that we may fairly anticipate their continuation, with the 
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Fie. 169.-Available Steam-Power in United States. 

same steady, smooth sweep, for a quarter or a half century 
to come, should no catastrophe or revolutionizing invention 
break up our industrial methods and radically change social 
conditions. The horse-power of all the steam-engines in the 
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United States to date bas come to be about 17,000,000, will 
be nearly 25,000,000 in 1900, and double that figur� in an
other quarter century. The striking fact, here, is the pro
portion in which transportation demands power, as shown 
by the sum of the figures for railroads and steamboats. 
'I'he curve for stationary engines exhibits the proportion 
devoted to manufacturing the articles transported. In 
every case the trend of progress is onward and upward, 
and with an accelerating velocity. 

" The next cluster of diagrams illustrates present mo
mentary relations, as to numerical and comparative quan
tity, of the principal nations, as obtained by laying down 
Mui hall's data. Fig. 170 places side by side the figures for 
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available power of wealth production, and we find the United 
States leading all nations, and doubling the amount assigned 
even to the leader among European countries. Great Britain. 
Germany is third, France fourth, and the other nations fall 
far behind. Reducing these figures to the measure of the 
working power per inhabitant, as in Fig. 171, however, we 
get a more correct basis of comparison, as a gauge of: the 
character of the nation and its civilization. Here we find 
that the United States is still in the van ; but Great Britain 
is a close second, and the inhabitant of France or Germany 
has but about one half as much power of wealth production 
as the inhabitant of the United States." 

• • • • • . . • • 
" Important conclusions are easily and positively de

ducible from the study of these curves. Thuse: 
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" 1. It is evident that great · social and economic laws 
are in steady, unintermitted operation, covering with broad 
sweep, industrially as well as chronologically, the trend 
of modern progress, and controlling the development, in 
wealth, education, and all material and intellectual lines, of 
every civilized nation. 

'' 2. These laws insure steady progress for decades, 
probably for centuries, and with steady acceleration as 
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Flo. 171.-Total Available Working Power, per Inhabitant, 1895. 

well, and without much regard to ' crises,' or to what are 
called good and bad times. 

" 3. The trend of progress during past decades, and 
its direction and acceleration at the moment, constitute the 
best guide in predicting a probable future for our industrial 
and social system. 

"4. This guide indicates a constant gain in rate of 
progress, as well as in actual accumulation of wealth, in all 
industrial products, in intellectual capital, and in general
•1m prov em ent. 

"5. A point has been reached at which the already 
enormous, and now rapidly gro,ving power of the world 
is being mainly directed in civilized countries, and espe
cially in the lT nited States of North America, to the sup
ply of comforts and luxuries to a people already on the 
average well cared for and insured against suffering and 
hardship. 

" 6. Very soon, and probably within auother genera-
tion, the average citizen will possess comforts and luxuries, 
and enjoy the advantage8 of leisure for thought and study 
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and intellectual growth, which are to-day the sole posses
sion of those who are distinctively denominated rich. The 
nation may be expected to become a country of large and 
well-distributed wealth, and of, on the whole, well-to-do 
and contented people. 

"7. The direct means and methods of progress are 
through the continual improvement of the arts and sci:. 
ences, and the steady reduct.ion of the. proportion of work
ing power applied to the manufacture of the more perishable 
forms of wealth, and through the steady gain in the pro
ductiveness of that power as a result of improvements in 

·modern machinery and of the introduction of new inven
tions. 

" 8. Culture, and all that makes life worth living, will 
come to the nat.ion, in constantly and rapidly increasing 
proportion, as the progress indicated by our diagrams, and 
by the smooth sweep of our curves, continues. 

" 9. Our own nation, through its free institutions, its 
wise encouragement of tlie arts and sciences and of inven
tion, already leads, and will lead in still greater and greater 
degree as time goes on, through the immediate future, and 
until economic laws, or the follies of social leaders, break 
the curve which exhibits ' The Trend of Modern Progress.' 
Science thu.s reads us an oracle. 

" The scientific principle which this article further il
lustrates is that of a truly logical and scientific form of 
prophecy. Science, and science only, often can, and fre
quently does, by a perfectly accurate and correct method, 
give us clairvoyant views of the immediate, if not often of 
the remote, future. Of the Trend of · Modern Progress in 
direction and rate of movement there is no reasonable 
doubt." 

An increasing number of scientific men and engineers, 
authorities relative to the development of applied thermo
dynamics, are corning to the conclusion that the steam
engine bas nearly reached its Iirnit of efficiency and econom-
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ic valuet; their deductions being based upon the apparent 
fact that its pressures and temperatures seem to be nearly 
as high as is safe. The indications are considered to be, at 
the moment, that to secure further gain in thermo-dynamic 
conversion of energy, temperatures must be endured which 
are beyond the safe limit with the metals now available for 
controlling them, and that higher mechanical efficiency can 
also only be attained by increasing the mean pressures be
yond the point at which initial pressure is controllable .. 
IIow much truth these conjectures involve is .as yet un
known ; but it is possible that by superheating, by methods 
and to an extent now beyond conjecture, that combination 
of high thermal and mechanical efficiencies which must con
stitute maximum final total efficiency may be attained. No 
one can as yet say, however, where we may look for that 
limit. Meantime, also, many engineers are inclined to ex
pect the steam-engine to be ultimately displaced by the gas-

•engine. 
Some years ago the late Prof. Fleeming Jenkin made 

the following statement in a paper read before the British 
Institution of Civil Engineers, premising that experience 
shows the best contemporary gas-engine to have substan
tially equal efficiency with the best contemporary steam-en
gine, through its comparatively extended thermo-dynamic 
range of temperature : 

" Since that is the case now, and since theory shows 
that it is possible to increase the efficiency of the actual 
gas-engine two or even threefold, thet· conclusion seems to 
be irresistible that gas-engines will ultimately BUpersede the 
steam-engine. The steam-engine bas been improved nearly 
as far as possible, but the internal-combustion gas-engine 
can undoubtedly be greatly improved, and must command 
a brilliant future." 

It has been seen that the imorovement of the steam-' 
engine must probably involve the elevation of the superior 
limits of both te1nperature and pressure, the machine hav-
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ing already been given an efficiency within about 80 per 
cent. of t,he ideal case. The improvement of the gas-engine 
must take place by reducing its wastes by extra-thermo
dynamic action. Its limit of range has already been closely 
attained. Which of the two motors will finally take the 
lead no one can say. It is not at all beyond the range of 
reasonable probability, we may perhaps assert, that both 
these, as all other forms of thermo-dynamic machines, may 
yet be displaced by some new motor analogous to those · 
employed by Nature in the animal - machine, which are 
known to depend upon some apparently direct conversion 
of chemical energy into the dynamic form, and to have 
much higher efficiencies than any ther1no-dynamic machine 
to-day has or probably can ever have. 

As remarked by the author, in concluding a study of the 
animal-machine : 1 

" We know that the vital machine is not thermo-dy
namic in the sense of being a heat-engine of any known 
class. \Ve find in electricity the apparently next most 
available form of energ-y for use in transformation into dy
namic and thermal and other forms, and many accept this 
as a provisional, a working, hypothesis. This was long 
ago hinted at by the greatest scientific men, the greatest 
minds, it would perhaps be fair to say, that have illumi
nated the history of the race. A century ago, Benjamin 
Thompson (Count Rumford), a keen ' Yankee,' with un
controllable inc-linations toward scientific research, showed 
to bis own satisfaction, and to the extent of proving to 
others its possibility, that the animal system constitutes a 
machine of higher efficiency than any steam-engine. 2 Joule, 
as long ago as 1846, working with Captain Scoresby, con
cluded that the animal motora' more closely resembles an 
electro-magnetic engine than a heat-engine,' and this is re-

1 " Journal of the Franklin Iru;titute,'' January to March, 1895 ; " Sci
ence," June, 1895 : " The Animal as a Prime Motor." 

� " Rumford's Essays," 1800. 
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affirmed by Tait in our own day.� Sir William Thomson, 
now Lord Kelvin, in his papers of about 1850, adopts the 
idea of J6ule and introduces the principle of Carnot, and 
says explicitlya: ' When an animal works against a resisting 
force, there is not a conversion of heat into mechanical 
effect, but the full thermal equivalent of the chemical 
forces is never produced ; in other words, the animal body 
does not act as a therrno-dynamic engine, and very prob
ably the chemical forces produce the external mechanical 
effects through electrical meani;1.' 

" We have now seen how all investigations made before 
and since that date, so far as interpretable, point to the 
same conclufion : 2 that the machine is not a heat-engine. 

" 1,he possibilities of irnprovement by simulating or 
paralleling Nature are seen1ingly stupendous. Could the 
chemical energy of fuel oxidation be directly transf 01·med 
into dynamic energya; could it even be changed by double 
or by indirect transf orrnation, as through the intermediary 
of electricity, and in sucb manner as to insure a full equiva
lence of utilizahle energy, it is evident �hat we might an
ticipate a conversion as economical as we now attain in the 
transformation of mechanical into electrical energy, and, 
consequently, many times as large a return for outgo as '\\'0 

at present realize, and thus gain correspondingly lengthened 
time of exhaustion of our stores of primary energy." 

" Similarly, could chemical energy be direC'tly and fully 
transformed into light, where needed, and as effectively as 
Nature performs these operations of energy-transformation 
in the vital apparatus, the enormous expen<liture, the fear
ful wastes now going on even in our product.ion of out-of
door light by the nse of the electric arc, would be reduced 
to a fraction of their present amounts, and to an insignifi
cant fraction of total costs. Could vital energy be identi-

1 " Tait's Ilistory of Thermo-dynamics.'' 
· " . . . 

j " .a.1at e1nat1ca vo • 1., vw., p. v v.11.- h 1 Papers, I . 1 "'0"' 
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fied and brought under control, or could that mysterious 
energy which is its servant in directing and producing ani
mal power, be securely gained and its processes understood 
and controlled, it would seem possible that direct transfor
mations of energy-which probably means by influencing 
molecular and atomic rather than molar motion-might be 
made possible to man, and all this impressive and wonder
ful chain of consequences caused to follow." 

And thus it is seen how clearly these f'tudies bring into 
view "Le Fin du Steele " at "La Fin du Siecle." 

(1) 

THE END. 

• 
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	. 
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	United States (the Bald,vin Locomotive. Works) has built 
	a total of about 15,000 engines. 
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	ment in the form of the steam pumping engine, and .has a 
	record of consun1ption-in the case of the Allis engine at 
	·

	Milwaukee, designed ·by Reynolds-of 11.67 pounds of 
	steam per horse-power per hour, a "duty" of about 
	· 

	150,000,000. · The "high-speed engine" employed in the 
	trying work of the electric railway station holds its speed 
	to a perfection of regulation permitting no visible fluctua
	tion, ,vhatever the amount of variation in the work de
	manded of it or the suddenness with ,vhich change occurs. 
	Compound locomotives are less common than compound 
	stationary engines. They are, however, gradually becom
	ing used where fuel is expensive, and give, when well deŁ 
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	signed, very marked economical advantages. The usual system places a high-pressure cylinder on one side and a low-pressure cylinder on the other, th.e latter being commonly arranged to take steam direct from the boiler when starting, or whenever for any reason it is desirable. 
	Some of the more interesting and successful designs of compound _loco1notive engines are those of which outline 
	Figure
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	F10. 148.-Compound Locomotive Engine. 
	illustrations f ollo,v, selected from Professor W oods's monograph.' That of Von Borries is exemplified by Figs. 148 and 149 ; the one exhibiting the arrangement adopted in 
	"Compound Locomotives ; A. T. Woods, )I. ?II. E. New YorkVnn Arsdale, 1891. The following matter is largely abstracted from the latest edition of the author's II Manual of the Steam-Engine." New York, J. ,vney& Sons1896.
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	an engine on the Prussian State Rail ways, the other a· common engine of less power. 
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	F1a. 149.-Coinpound Engine. 
	The former has cylinders 18.1 and 25.6 inches diameter, 
	24.8 inches stroke, weighs 88,250 pounds, and has 1,420 square feet of heating-surface and 16 feet grate-surface. 
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	The driving-wheels are 52.4 inches diameter, and the steam
	pressure 175 pounds by gauge. 
	The second engine·is of 86,200 pounds ,veight, with 16-· 
	and 23-inch cylinders, 24 inches stroke of pistons, 5½ feet 
	· diameter of drivers, the pressure 170 pounds. 
	The arrangement of both engines involves the peculiar 
	form of sta1·ting-valve devised by Von Borries, ,vhich is· 
	"Engineering," February 1, 1889. 
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	F10. 151.-The ,voredell Engine. 
	F10. 151.-The ,voredell Engine. 
	seen �n the next figure. In the sketch, a is the receiver.. pipe to the high-pressure, b that to the lo,v-pressu1·e ·cylinder. The valve, v, is seen as in ordinary working when "under way," and the arrows show the course of the steam, 
	.
	Attached to the back of this valve are two plungers, cc, constituting the starting-valve. When the throttle-valve 
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	is opened steam enters the pipe d, passing back of the plungers, forcing the valve to its seat, e, at the same tirne opening the ports Ii h, through ,vhi,ch and the passage b it goes on to the large cylinder. 
	Figure
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	Figure

	F10. 152.-P)an and Section, ,vorsdell's Valve . 
	• 
	When the engine starts, the exhaust occurs from the small cylinder and the receiver pressure rises ; this valve becomes equilibrated, returns to the position sho,vn, and, once thus started, the engine acts as a compound, and so continues uŁtil, after shutting off steam, this equilibrium is Jost and the engine starts again, later, as a simple machine. 'l,his device is in extensive use. 
	IŁ the W orsdell form of engine, Fig. 151, the construe
	-

	" 
	2 
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	tion is as seen in the Rketch....4. is the steam-pipe, B the 
	1 

	starting-valve connection, 0 the receiver, IJ tbe_ exhaust
	pipe, and v and Vare the starting and the intercepting 
	valves. '".rhe engine here taken fot· illustration is an Eng
	lish passenger locomotive, having 16-and 2Q-inch cylinders, 
	24 inches stroke, drivers 80! inches in diameter. The steam
	pressure the same as the preceding, and the weight of engine 
	97,000 pounds, of which 68,000 rests on the driving-wheels. 
	The areas of heating and grate surface are, respectively, 
	1,323½ and 17½ square feet. Joy's valve-gear is employed. 
	The construction of the valves is seen in the next fig
	ure. The flap-valve is the intercepting valve, seen as in 1·egular working. Its spindle is connected with the small piston at a, as shown. 'l'he starting-valve is set in a pipe or casing connected with the former, as seen in the sketch. A valve held in place by a spring connects the pipes. b with the piston a. The starting-valve is worked by the enginedriver, the same motion closing the intercepting valve, and the locomotive starts as a :8imple engine. rrhe rise of pressure in the receiver presently resto
	. 

	Steam-pressures have risen, since the improvement of 
	the steam-engine by Watt ,vas begun, somewhat as follows, 
	at sea and in condensing engines : 
	YEAR. STEA:M-PRESBUREB. 
	YEAR. STEA:M-PRESBUREB. 
	A. D. Lbs. Atmos. 
	1800 . ...................... . 0 to 5 0 to 1810 ........................ 5 " 7 1820 ..........•............. 5 " 10 1830....................... . 10" 20 1¼
	t 
	¼ " 
	t 
	¼ " 
	t 

	t " 
	" 
	1840 ....................... . 
	20 1 I
	i-

	" 
	1800 ....................... . lo" 25 1 1¼ 
	2
	1860........................ . 20" 30 
	1870 ........................ 
	r 
	60 
	4
	" 
	1880....................... . 
	1880....................... . 
	1880....................... . 
	60" 
	90 
	4 
	" 
	6 

	1880. Ł..................... . 
	1880. Ł..................... . 
	7t," 120 
	5 
	8 

	1890 .................... ·-· .. 
	1890 .................... ·-· .. 
	100" 200 
	8 
	"20 

	1 "Engineering," March 80, 1888. 
	1 "Engineering," March 80, 1888. 
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	In many.cases considerable variations from these figures 
	have been observed·, but they may be taken as representa-
	C' 
	as representing what ,vas good and standard practice at the . dates given, and as illustrating the progress effected in ma1;ine engineering in the period 1870-1900: 
	· TYPE. 
	· TYPE. 
	Simple ............... Ł 
	Compound ............ 
	Coal per ] 
	'\Voight
	PrcSS\ll'C 
	PrcSS\ll'C 
	Piston-
	I. H. i. 
	> 

	per
	Dato. 
	of steam. 
	speed.
	per hour. 
	I. ll. P. 
	·
	1870 
	50 2.1 
	500
	375
	1880 
	480 
	480
	'75 1.8
	180 1.3
	1890 
	800 
	400
	Triple . ............... 
	225 1.1 
	1,000
	1900
	Quadruple ..........•.•. 
	.
	I 
	The Clermont, the first successful stean1-vessel of Robert 
	Fulton, has now for its linealdescendants vessels like, for example, the steamer N e\v York, built eighty years later, for the same route, by the Harlan· & Hollingsworth Company, and "engined" by the W. & A. Fletcher Company (Fig. 152). The dimensions of hull are as follows : 
	· 
	. 

	Length on the water-line ................... 801 feet .
	.
	"
	"
	over all.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 311 
	" 


	" 
	Breadth of beam, moulded ..••.••••.••••••• 40 over guards ............. . '74 
	h 
	" 
	" 

	Depth, moulded . . .. . . .•. . . . .. . . . .. . • . . . . • 12 3· in.
	" 

	" 
	Draught of water, • • • . . .• . . .. . • • • . • • . . • . . • 6 •. . . . 
	Tonnage (net, 1,091.89).. . . . . . . . . 
	1,552.52 

	The whee]s are aft of the centre of length, instead of forward-a great improvement inthe appearance of the boat. 
	1 

	The engine is a beam-engine, with a cylinder 75 inches diameter and 12-feet stroke of piston, provided with Stevens's cut-off. The use of a surface-condenser instead of a jetcondenser in this river-steamer is a change rnade to overcome the evil of using 1nixed salt and fresh ,vater in the 
	88 
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	boilers, as the tides extend to Albany and the water changes fro,n salt to f1·esh en route. Another change is the return to the use of StevenŁ's feathering wheels. These are 30 feet 2 inches dian1eter 
	' 
	Figure
	outside of buckets. There are 12 curved steel _s
	outside of buckets. There are 12 curved steel _s


	.buckets to each wheel. Each bucket is 3 feet 9 inches wide and 12 feet 6 inches long. The _ wheels are overhung, and they have a bearing on the hull only .. The feathering is effected in the usual manner by driving and radius bars, operated by a centre placed eccentric to the shaft aud held by the "A-fram·e" on the guard. These wheels were introduced in the New York for the purpose of gaining speed, and the trial-trip shows that the builders' expectations were completely fulfilled. Absence of jar is anoth
	.buckets to each wheel. Each bucket is 3 feet 9 inches wide and 12 feet 6 inches long. The _ wheels are overhung, and they have a bearing on the hull only .. The feathering is effected in the usual manner by driving and radius bars, operated by a centre placed eccentric to the shaft aud held by the "A-fram·e" on the guard. These wheels were introduced in the New York for the purpose of gaining speed, and the trial-trip shows that the builders' expectations were completely fulfilled. Absence of jar is anoth
	.buckets to each wheel. Each bucket is 3 feet 9 inches wide and 12 feet 6 inches long. The _ wheels are overhung, and they have a bearing on the hull only .. The feathering is effected in the usual manner by driving and radius bars, operated by a centre placed eccentric to the shaft aud held by the "A-fram·e" on the guard. These wheels were introduced in the New York for the purpose of gaining speed, and the trial-trip shows that the builders' expectations were completely fulfilled. Absence of jar is anoth
	·

	buckets enter the water so cleanly and smoothly that one notices none of the shake so common on boats with the ordinary wheels. 

	Steam is supplied to the engine by three return-flue boilers, each 9¼ feet diameter of shell, 11 feet width of front, and 33 feet long, constructed for a working pressure 
	. 
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	of 50 pounds per square inch. Each boilflr has a gratesurface of 76 square feet or 228 square feet 111 all, and with the forced draught produce 3,850 horse-po,ver. 
	The exterior is of pine, painted ,vhite, relieved with tints and gold. 'fhe interior is finished in cabinet-work, and is all bard wood, ash being used for,vard of the shaft on the m.ain deck, and 1nahogany aft and in the dining-cabin. Ash is also used in the "grand saloons " on the pro1nenade deck. The saloon-sides are almost entirely of glass, aud the ,vindows so Io,v that persons seated inside have an opportunity to view the scenery. 
	The Puritan (Fig. 154) illustrates the adaptation of this 
	type of steamer, so nearly perfected .by Robert L. Stevens, to that kind of navigationintern1ediate bet,veen rive1; or still-water and oceanic, ,vbich pe1·mits theretention of some featur('s of the former, while modifying the shape of hull and type of engine o meet the demands of "outside" navigation. 
	_ 
	, 
	Ł
	• 

	The plans of this steamer are by Mr. Pierce, the details of hull-construction by Mr. Faron, and the machinery by the W. & A. Fletcher Company. 1,he principal dhnensions are as follows : Length over all, 420 feet; length on the water-line, 404 feet; width of l1ull, 52 feet; extre1ne breadth over guŁrds, 91 feet; depth of hull amidships, 21 feet 6 inches ; height of dome frŁn1 base-Jine, 63 feets; whole depth, fro1n base-line to top of house over the engine, 70 feet. Her total displacement, ready for a trip, 
	_s

	The ship is fire-proof and unsinkable,-having a doub_
	le hull divided into 59 ,vater-tight compartmenŁs, 52 between the hulls and 7 made by ath\vartship bulkheads.· In the fastenings of hull and compartments there were used 700,000 rivets and upward of 30 miles of steel anŁleŁbar. Iler decks are of steel, wood-covered. · Iler masts are of steel, and hollo,v, to serve as ventilators, and are 22 inches in 
	-

	'diameter. Her paddle-wheels arc e'ncased in steol. 
	· 

	·;, 
	• 
	The hull is of "mild steel," 20 per cent. stronger than iron. The ,vheels are of steel, and are 35 feet i.n diameter outside the buckets. The buckets are 14 feet long and 5 feet ,vide, each bucket of steel seven eighths inch thick, and ,veighing 2,800 pounds without rocking ai•ms and brackets attached. 1'he tot3;ls. weight of each ,vheel is 100 tons. rI'he wheels are "feathering," and tu1·n at the rate of 24 revolutions a minute. 
	The boat has a cornpound, vertical, beam, surface-con
	-

	densing engine of 7,500 horse-po,ver. rl'he hig·h-pres8ure cylinder is 75 inches in diameter, and O feet stroke of piston. 1'he low-pressure cy )inder is 110 inches in diameter, and 14 feet st1·oke of piston. 'l'be surf ace-condenser has 15,<J00 square feet of cooling surface and ,veighs 53 tons. Of condenser-tubes of b1·ass there are 14½ miles. fler working-bea1n is 34 feet in lengtl1 from centre to centre, 17\ f'3et wide, and ,veighs 42 tons. 'J'he section of beam-strap measures 9½ X 11 ¼ inches. The mai
	·
	19 inches in diameter in its bearings. The shafts are 27 inches in diameter in main beari,ngs, and 30 inches in gun
	-

	an<l 22 inches long. 
	The boilers <'ontain 850 Hquare feet of grate-surface and 
	26,000 square feet of heating surface. The products of combustion passed through t,vo super-heaters, 8 feet 10 inches inside diameter and 12 feet 4 inches outside diameter, by 12 feet high ; thence into twQ smoke-stacks, the top of eacli being 101 feet 1 inch from the keel. 
	· 
	The dining-saloon is 108 feet 4 inches in length by 30 feet in ,vidth, and 12 feet in height. 'I'here are 12 miles of electric-light,ing wirP, and, including annunciators, firealarrn, etc., there are 20 miles of wire and 12,000 feet of steatn-pipe. 1,here are capacious gangways and staircases, lofty cornices, and ceilings supported by taste£ ul pilasters, the tapering colun1ns of ,v-l1ich, ins._ relief, flank exquisitely, 
	.
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	tinted panelling thl'oughout the length of her saloons.
	· 
	Every convenience kno,vn to civilization, and ,vhich can 
	contribute to the ease and co1ufort of the traveller on land 
	.

	or when afloat; is included in the internal arrange1nents of 
	this floating caravansary. 
	Figure
	Fro. 155.-Tandcm Compound Engine. (Scale 1'w,) 
	The latest types of mariue engine are those comhich the number of engines in series is three, or even rnore, usually driving three equidistant cranks, and those ,vhich are designed to drive t,vo, or even three, scrc,vs independently. In the extension of the principle of compounding in n1nltiplc-cylindcr engines, it js 
	pounded engines in \\
	1

	' 
	probably desirable to restrict the number of cranks to three, even with a pair of low-pressure cylinders, or in the quadruple-expansion engine ; both as a matter of economy and . 
	_a
	Figure
	.1!"10. 156.-'l'riple-cxpansion Engine. 
	.1!"10. 156.-'l'riple-cxpansion Engine. 


	to secure smooth ,vorking· ,vith minirnum friction. The balance is usually practically perfect and the full advantage of compounding is attained. 
	Figure
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	In these cases the construction of all the engines which constitute an element of the compounded n1achine is com
	-
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	and its accessories. The t1·iple-expansion engine thus usually consists, as a ,vhole, of three similar simple engines, side by side, so arranged, as to size of cylinde1· and disposition of pip�s and valves, that they work as a series in taking and exhausting steam. There are, bo,vevcr, a number of successful arrangements of tb1·ee-and of four-cy lin� der engines driving but t,vo c1·anksand in ,vhich the "tandema" disposition of cylinde1·s is adopted ,vith good results. 
	· 

	The engraving represents-one set of the triple-expansion 
	i:i-screw sister-ships, the City of Paris and the City of New York. Their general arrangement is ,veil shown. Each set drives one screw. 'l1he magnitude of
	engines of the twi

	· these great engines is indicated by the altitudŁ of the reversing wheel. This 1nay be 
	. 
	working platfo1:1ns and the 
	. 

	I 
	-taken to represent a standa;rd and very satisfactory disposi
	-

	tion of parts and general proportion of engines.
	A good san1ple set of figures for the proportions and performance of these engines are : 
	Steam-cylinders, dian1etcr, inches .......•...•.• 45, 71, 113 Stroke of pistons, feet •. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 Ratios of volu1ncs. .. . 1 ; 2. 489 ; 6. 304 or O. 402 ; 1 : 2 _-58 Stell.m-pressurc, per gauge, lbs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . • . _148 
	Revolutions per minute. . . . . ..•.. Ł............ Ł. . . . 8'7 
	Vact1t1m, inches... . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 Mean pressures, lbs . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . 64 ; 32 ; 14 Indicated power, H. P .............•• ; . • . . . . . . ... 19,175 
	°
	Temperature feed-water, FŁhr. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • • . •. . 119
	" u
	sea-water, .....,. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . 154" 
	Area H. S., square feet.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50,250
	'' ''
	G. S., . ; . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,294
	. '' 
	d d surface . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83,000
	d d surface . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83,000
	con cnse 
	· 


	I.H. P. per square foot G. S .... ; .................. 14.8 
	1
	1
	" " IIS 

	" . . . . •.. .. . . . . . . . . . = 0.38 
	. 
	2.
	62 

	'' " " 
	condensed surface..•. = 0. 58 
	· 
	1 

	_2 
	\

	Ratio H. S. to G. S. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38. 8 
	" 
	n •••••••• 1.52 .,,.· 
	'' '' C. S......................

	1,hese figures are gi vcn by_ thB engineer officers of the ship for a passage across the Atlautic made in 5 days, 19 hours, 34 minutes. 
	�.rhe triple-expansion engine has no,v displaced the ordinary t-,vo-cylinder compound machine in regular \'\'ork of the merchant navy for long routes, and is ·also adopted for stationary engines where the cost of fuel is such as ,vill justify the sorne,vhat increased cost of const1·uction. By its use it is found practicable to raise the steam-pressure to above ten atmospheres (150 pounds and np"'ard) and to increase the ratio of expansion to 15 or mol'e, with good results. Tbe g1·eat oo�t of fuel. and the 
	<ler cornpound engine. 
	These engines ,vere introduced in, 1 ':::74 b-r !\Ir. A. C. l{irk in the steamship Propontis, tho stcan:1 being supplied at 160 pounds pressure by water-tube boilers. 
	rrhis type of enginŁ in the long voyage bet,vecn London and Australia (1880) has given great economy, suving 5b0 tons in the voyage and permitting the ·carrying of 500 tons additional freight. 
	Quadruple expansion in engines carrying 175 to 200 pounds stea1n hf.).s beei1 introduced (1885), and promjses sti11 furthe1; advantage shon]d it prove practicable to constructe· 
	satisfactory boilers.e
	. 
	Tbe�e·engines thus permit the economical en1ployn1ent, · often, of twice the pressurr, or more, customary in ordina.1·yt. compound engines, and a third, or more, higher tba� with triple expansion, and. the hest ratios of expansion are correspondingly increased, 20 and 25 being not uuusnal values. In the �rrange1nent of tl1is· engine the cylinderR are vari<?nsly grouped by the ilifferent. designers ; all of ,vhom, ho,vcver, endeavor to secure ·a co1nbinatjon of light• 
	(, 
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	ness, compactness, small clearance-spaces, and good steamdistribution, with uniform rotatory action on the crankshaft. · A common design mounts t,vo cylinders on the upper ends of the other t,vo, thus in effect producing a· pair of "tandem " engines, ,vith the t,vo cranks at 1·ight 
	· angles and, with properly proportioned receivers ; in other designs, three cranks are employed in order to secure more uniform turning moments, and in such examples one crank is acted upon by t,vo cylinders, ,vhile the others are connected to a single piston each. A less co1npact and more weighty and costly design applies each of the four pistons to each of four cranks, giving admirably good rotative effect, but sacrificing something of the advantages of the other types. For boiler-pressures exceeding 15
	.;. 

	A1nong recent forms of pumping-engines worthy of special notice is the modified "high-duty" engine of Mr. 
	C. C. W ortbington (Fig. 158). In the figure the "highŁ duty attachments" performs an exceedingly important office in a very ingenious yet simple manner. It consists of a pair of plungers working in oscillating barrels, seen atsthe · 
	. 
	right, attached to a cross-bead on each· piston-rod common to engine and pnn1p. Water u1ider high pressure fromthe
	· 
	"rising ·main" is introduced behind these plungers and retained as nea.rly uniform as practicable as the engine makes its stroke. It is seen that this pressure resists the motion of the engine from the beginning· to the middle of its stroke. At mid-stroke the cent1·c-lines of the plungers al'e perpendicular to the line of the rod ; they connt.erl,alanco each other, and the a,ction of the pair is neutral as respects the engine. Beyond half-strok:e this pressnl'e aids the steam, and the more as the end of s
	· 
	-

	' 
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	ly variable.and precisely opposite action ofs" equalizers," and it is easy, ,vith higl1 ratios of expansion, even, to thus secure a very uniform pressure in excess of the resistance of the wat�rcolumn, by careful proportioning of parts and of pressures. 
	_s

	This engine is thus brought into the class kno,vn as "high-duty engines." This u.ttachment does the duty· of the fly-wheel, often in other engines of enormous ,veight, and thus increases .effectively the efficiency of the engine as a machine. It is also at times a f4afety-attachment, stopping the engine in case of a breakage in the mains. 
	11 der similarly favorable conditions we may also, with equal likelihood, anticipate a. probability that ,ve may obtain economy ,vith 1nultiple-cy linder engines in sornewhere about the follo,ving proportionss: 
	U

	CO"Sll:U{I-Steam• GŁin, Gain,
	ENGINE. 
	ENGINE. 
	tion. prossure. total. dltferenŁo. 
	. 
	Figure
	Lbs. Lbs. Per cent. Por cent. 
	Simple, one cylinder .............. 2.0 75 . . . 
	. 

	Co,npound double-expansion.... t:G 125 20 Triple-cxpansioii .........•...•... 1.4 175 Quadtuple expa.nŁion ............. 225 
	(
	)
	20 
	Ło 
	10 
	·
	4.0 
	10 

	50
	1 .20, 
	.-
	uintuple-expnnsion .•••........ 
	Q 
	10
	l;l 
	The figures in the ·first three cases are based upon ,vhat is probably a,nple exp�rience ; the others are ohtained by inference from the rate of progression thus established, and upon the principle, above enunciated, that the waste is reduced .s.s. 
	The stationary multiple-cylinder engine ·is 1Łarely given. the same form as the marine engine. The necessity of 
	· .having a pair of ci·anks, and the objection to the employ. 1nent of the fly-wheel, do not here exist ; nor dos either .the volu1ne or the ,veight of the n1achine become so vitally :important a matter as atssea. The design adopted is, for .these reasons, one \Vhich. \vill be of minirnum first cost, irre.:. spectivc of these considcrat,ions. 
	-
	e
	. 
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	The "tandema" engine is perhaps the most common form of stationary cornpou1id engine. In this type, as sho,vn in the next illustration, the t,vo cylinders are set in line, have a comn1on piston-rod, a�d drive the same crank. ']'he high-pressure cylinder is co1nn1only placed behind the lo,v-prcssure, and the latter is directly attached to the frameof the engine. r_rhe exhaust of the srnaller cylinder is carried in any convc11ient manner to tbe large engine ; but the more direct and the larger the conduits e
	. 

	compactness.
	. 
	'l'he compound ·aCorliss engine was first introduced by other hnilders; but no one was ,nore successful in the economical ,vas its great originator, the late George H. Corliss. 'fhe usual method of compounding this engine for stationary purposes is that kno,vn as the "tandem " system, in which the high-pressure cylinder is set behind the low-pressure, both pistons having a common rod and driving a common Ret of reciprocating 
	·
	,vorking of the rnachi.ne than 
	. 

	parts and having valve-�earing actuated by the same eccentric and rod. The plan is simple, ine�pensive, convenient, and compact, and is found to be very satisfactory in operation, the economy attained by it being about as high as that of any other arrangement yet devised. This method is illust.rated by Fig. 159, which exhibits a form of the engine designed by Mr. Edwin R�ynolds. It is readily seen 
	, 

	· ·
	that it '\\Tould probably be impossible to find abetter 
	· 

	method of combining maximum efficiency with minirnum 
	cosŁ . 
	High and low speed engines ae already described. 
	Ł

	Classified with reference to their method of driving ma
	-

	chinery, we may thus designate the two clasŁes : 
	chinery, we may thus designate the two clasŁes : 
	. 

	(Ł) Engines which may be used in driving by belt, and 
	·
	·
	,•,hich are not adapted for direct connection. 

	I 
	/ 
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	(2) Engines especially designed and constructed to be coupled directly to the "dynamo." 
	•. 
	The first class of engines is by many of the more conservative engineers still preferred to the second. . The 
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	latter constitute the so#called modern "high-speedt" type of engine, and are coming into general use for high-speed machinery, especially in electric light and po,ver stations. 
	One of the methods of securing economy in the ,vorking of steam has been stated, ,vhen describing the Porter-Allen engine; to be the driving of the engine up to the highest · saŁe velocity of piston and givingtit maximu·m speed of 
	.
	rotation. The time allowed for "initialt" condensation of each charge, and for the necessary change of temperature preceding such condensation, is thus reduced, the amount 
	of steam condensed within the cylinder being thus made a 
	of steam condensed within the cylinder being thus made a 
	s 

	minimum in any given time. This fact, an<l their wonder_fully perfect regulation and safety against "running away," constitute their ,peculiar advantages. 
	11ie governor is of a type that has not been seen in the engines previously described. In the common "fly-ball governort" the two balls revolve about a vertical_ spindle, to which they are attached by a pair of arms in such a manner that they may take any position that the resultant action -of gravity, centrifugal force, and the pull on the supporting arms may give them. 4, defect common to all governors of this class is, that the force tending to pull the balls downward is perfectly uniform. The pQsition t
	· 

	just the normal quantity of steam to the engineŁ If we can substitute for the action of gravity a force which caŁ be made to vary with ch.ange in the positionof the balls, in such a way that the variation in the opening of the throttle, · or in position 'of the point of cut-off, shall go on until the 
	· 
	· 
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	engine conies to speed, irrespective of all other conditions, we shall have what is known as ans" isochronpuss." governor, and shall be able to secure the right speed, ,vhatever changes occur in steam-pressure or in load, provided that there is steam enough to drive the load at that speed with the least expansion for ,vhich the engine is designed. Such a result can be reached by substituting the tension of a spring, properly set, for the action of gravity. The form of governor here illustrated is, or can b
	· of centrifugal force. 
	A governor of this character, when well made and adjusted, will open the throttle-valve, or will increase the 1·atio of expansion, as the steam-pressure diminishes or as the l�adsis increased, and will continue to move in the proper direction indefinitely, or until the machine comes to speed, or until the engine is doing all that it can do. In this governor (Fig. 160) two levers. are set on either side the crank-shaft, in a frame or a pulley to which they are pivoted at b b. These rods carry ,veigbts, A A,
	. 
	.
	· 
	1 

	· 
	the weights s,ving outward or inward as the one or the other of the two opposing forces predominates, the eccentric is turned on the •Shaft in such a· manner as to give the valves that motion which is necessary to produce the prope1· distribution of steam to bring the engine to its speed. The adjustment of this r�gulator to its work is easily obtained by the shifting of thes•weights along the levers, or by increasing or diminishing their amount, as is found nec
	·
	-

	essary. 
	he general arrangement of this system and the appear
	'1
	1
	-
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	ance of an engine of this class are illustrated in the accom
	-

	pany1ng engraving. 
	· A dash-pot has sometimes been used on the governor 
	' . ....
	Fro. 160.-Shaft-Governor. ,. 
	Fro. 160.-Shaft-Governor. ,. 
	to correct the tendency to violent fluctuation when nearly isochronous. 
	Among the fi1·st of these automatic engines to nnd a place in electric-lighting was the Armington & Sims engine, which was also one of the earliest to be built as a compound engine. An experimental engine was built about · 1880 ; but the -engine ,vas not constructed as a multiplecylinder engine regularly and as a standard type until some years later. The form given this engine is seen in the accompanying illustration, which represents the machine as construct,ed to give 100 horse-power at high speed. The
	. 

	. . 
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	one engine to the other with minimum loss of pressure •. The attainment of a speed of 800 1·evolutions a minute is not impracticable. In the more cornmon type next shown 
	Figure
	the pecu]ia1· form of the valve provides for quick admission of steam, and the large wearing surfaces insure it more or less fully against leakage ; the pistons aŁd stuffing-boxes 
	' 
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	used are more easily got at than ordinarily with engines of 
	the " tandem " type . 
	. Piston-valves are used, and in this engine the steamchest is bored out and fitted ,vith bushings ,vhich have supcatching upon the portRvVhcn ,vorn they can be ,vithdra,vn and new ones inserted,
	port1r.ig bars to prevent the valve 
	. 

	• I 
	and a ne,v valve introduced, ,vithout delay. 
	Fig. 162 represents an auto,natic compound engines· designed by Mr. F. II. Ball, especially for use in driviug dynamo-electric machinery. 
	1he illustration represents engines using steam at 125 pounds pressure, and_ of 250 horse-po,ver each. 
	1

	It was thought best to build these engines in the form of a double engine rather than the "tandems" type of compound, because it wasbelieved that higher rotative speed con]d be successfully used where the work was distributed over two sets of crank-pins and journals of smaller sizes, rather than ,vith the use of a single set of bearings of larger size, as in the case of a. tandem engine developing the c_ombined power of the double compound. 
	· 

	An engine designed by-Mr. Ide (Fig.163) illustrates both the "tandems" form of compound high-speed engine, ancl some features of design of peculiar interest. Tb is engine has its running parts covered in, to insure that the oil, which is freely supplied, may not be wasted or :;pattered about, to the injury of surrounding objects, while thus also 
	· 
	. 
	·

	·
	obtaining thoroughness of lubrication approxi.mating that of the "oil-bath." 'I'his gives, when fully effected, very great decrease in the wasted energy'of internal friction of engine and corresponding increase of efficie_ncy. 'lhe design is simple, inexpensive of construction, and embodies details of constrtiction coming to be generally recognized as essential to high efficiency. The engine has a shaft-governor, coritro]led by a dash-pot, and thus enabled to regulate more closely. · Its running parts are 
	1

	One of the dangers to ,vhich fast-running engines are 
	• 
	Figure
	. ' 
	peculiarly exposed is that of injury by the entrapping of ,vater in the cylinder and the p1unging of the piston against t'.l e mass of incornpressible fluid ,vhich then fills the clear
	-
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	anceŁspaces. In this en_gine, in addition to the rehef-cocks 
	or valves which are a.I,vays fitted to such engines, a safeguard is introduced in the for1n of ,vbat engineers are ac
	-

	: • 
	\ 
	customed to call the "breaking-piece," a part which is made purpos�ly ,veaker than other portions of the machine, '. exposed to a con1mon danger, so that this piece may go when danger arises. This the replacement of which will givelittle trou�le and 1nake but little expense. Such a breaking-piece is 'n1ade to form a part of -the cylinder-head. rrhis n1ay be knocked out without in
	piece is alwf!.ys one 
	· 
	-

	. 
	. 
	jury to any important or costly part of the structure.1 

	. The single-actfng multi-cylinder engine ofWestinghouse, 
	·
	illustrated in the engraving, is a good typical representative of this class, and is one of thesin1plcst devices of its kind. A single piston-valve, set horizontally _above the two cyliri<lers,. distributes the steam and is regulated by a shaft-governor which properly varies-its throw. The cranks are set opposite each othera; the motions of the pistons are synchronous · in opposite directions, and no receiver is needed. Both engines are single-acting-, and high comp1·ession does away largely ,vitb the ,va
	· 
	·

	• effected by the lap of the· valve. It has been found pos
	Łible by this arrangement to bring down the consumption of steam to less than 20 po11nds (9 kilos) per horse-power per hour when condensing, and below 25 pounds (1,1 kilos) 
	· 

	·
	·
	when working non-condensingŁ 

	In such single-acting engines it is usually intended that 
	the rod shall never leave the crank-pin, in order that pound
	ing may not occur. It is therefore evidently necessary that 
	they should be so proportioned and speeded that the action 
	of the inertia of their rŁciprocating parts shall not produce 
	stresf\es, on turning the centre, in excess of the sum of 
	weights and steam p1·essure. 
	• The author planned an engine, about the year 1860, in which the whole cylinder-head was made a safety-valve which could lift and discharge the water into the chamber behind it, thŁ cover of the latter beiŁg bolted on, while the cylinder-head was only held in place against a faced joint by 
	steam-pressure. 
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	Figure
	(Scale -/iz.) 
	An ingenious modification of the enclosed single-acting '.compound type of engine, the "central-valve enginee" of• 
	Figure
	513 
	Mr. Willans_;_which is also interesting as having been the 
	subject of ·exceptionally complete scientific investigation
	is seen in Fig. 165. It was studied as a simple, a compound, and a triple-expansion engine, being easily 
	-
	. 
	.

	adapted to either system. 
	adapted to either system. 
	1 

	.As here shoŁn, its three
	· 
	cylinders are placed in series 
	and "tandem." The valves 
	are on one rod, driven by a 
	single eccentric on the crank
	pin, the rod being in the axis 
	of tho engine and the valvesa· 
	within the hollow piston-rod. 
	Out-off is effected by the pas
	sage of the ports into metallic 
	rings in the ends of the cyl
	·

	inders, and is adjustable by 
	band or by the governor. 
	Compression is effected in 
	the separate cushion -cham-. 
	ber.
	2 

	These engines are usuaJiy grouped in pairs, ,vith cranks at rigb t angles. 
	Iu some cases the arrangement of a pair of . complete F10. 165.-Central-Valve Engine. · 
	. 
	engines, 
	of properly selected 

	sizes,ain . such manner that
	. 
	either the exhaust of one may be used in the other, or steam -may be taken direct from the boiler to is 
	eitll.er, 
	.

	·
	Ibid., vol. lxxxi, p. 166 .. 
	1 

	found advantageous. When less power is demanded, or when one is disabled, theavailable engine may then be used alone. Economy has Łeen attained by this plan even 
	· 

	, when the t,vo engines are placed at considerable distances apart, the precaution being taken to carefully guard against loss of heat between them. 
	The '"scross-compounds" type of Corliss engine is illustrated by the acco1npanying sketch of a pai_r designed by Mr. Reynolds and built by Allis & Company :for the Namquit Mills .sThe cranks are set at right angles, and the re
	. 
	ceiver is placed beneath the floor. This is a less common 
	variety than the "tandem" form, but is still often adopted. 
	rrbe general arrangeqient and disposition of theparts
	· of a triple-expansion -engine 'as built by the 'Corliss Company _is seen iri Fig. 166. Here the low-pressure cylinder is divided, one of its t,vo elements being coupled with the high-pressure cylinder on the right, and the twin with the· intermediate cylinder on the left. The cranks a�e set at . 90s. These engines have cylind�rs 20, 34, 36, and 36 inches 
	° 

	. 'diameter and 5 feet stroke of piston. · All cylinders are completely steam-jacketed, heads included, and the steŁn1 ii:i somewhat superheated. Jet-condensers are used. Tho 
	.s
	capacity of the engine is 1,000 I. H. P. or inore, and its 
	'-'dutys" is about 135,000,000 poundss; the fuel used, when 
	·
	of good quality, amounting on test to 1.44 pounds pers
	horse-power per hour. 
	· 

	"Compounding" simple engines is often a very eco� nomical and profitable plan. The method depends mainly upon the design of the engine to be so altered. The comn1on forms of stationary beam·-engine are frequently im
	· 
	proved by what is calleds" McNaughting," placing. a new high-pressure cylinder beside the old and low-pressure cylŁ inder -and connecting it to the san1e beam. 
	The Steam-Turbine constitutes a class of steam-engine which, although the first invented, and fa1niliar as a typo Ło all engineers from the days oŁ Hero the Younger, ands. 
	The discussion of this paper is remarkably interesting:-" Transactions of the British Institute of Civil Engineers," March, 1888; 18871889; No. 2,306, vol. xciii. 
	1 
	-
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	known to have a high theoretical and moderately high 
	actual efficiency, has been only experimentally used until a 
	very 1:ecent date. ':l'hat of Hero has been illustrated in Fig. 
	.

	.
	3. Branca's engine (Fig. 6) ,vas the_ first cxetnplar of an
	.
	other nO\V common form of ,, stearn-turbine," alth·ough the name is not pi'ecisely correct. This is illustrated in the re-· cent device of I.,a Val. 'l'he At,vater engi:ne of about 1840 ,vas of this type, and· ,vas said to be as econornical as the engines of the time of equal power. Steam-turbines of the in,vard-flow Łype have been used by Gorman and
	· others.' 
	The later "compound.s" steam-turbine bas reently _been 
	c

	some,vbat extensively employed in the operation of dynamoelectric machinery. . It, con�ists of tw.o sets of · parallel-flow turbines set in t\\·ir1 series on one shaft on either side the induction-pipe, thus balancing. The passages are gradually enlarged as the volume of the steam increases ,vith its pro-. greRs1ve expansion. 
	·
	· 

	The turbines thus n lt,<>rnate with their guide-lllades, and both the vanes and t.he hlade8 are carefully proportioned and set to secure maxir1nm attainable efficiency at the proposed speed of rotation, their pitches and depths being suitably varied. 
	.
	. 
	The actual consun1ption of steam is founil to be 75 -to 25 pounds per electrical horse-power pro(lueed, and per _hour, as steam-pressures rise from 60 to 1 fi0 pounds hy 
	·
	gauge. The speed of rotation ranges from 5,000 or 10,000 revolution� per minute upward, according to size and steampressures; 18,000 �nd 20,009 being common speeds for the smaller sizes. 
	Dow's turbine is an inward-flow wheel with concentric sets of guides and vaneR in serieR, and is said to have at.:. tained 35,000 revolutions per minute, ,vol'king regularly at 25,000, consuming 55 pounds of steam per horse-power per 
	1 Rankine, p. 538. 
	STEAM-TURBINES. 
	STEAM-TURBINES. 
	The theory of thi_hydraulic engiŁeer, and the speedE: of orifice for maximum efficiency are \\'ell known to be infinite in the Hero class of 
	s type of machine is that familiar.to the 

	• 
	turbine and -approximately one half the final velocity of 
	flo,v in the guide-b]adc turbine. SincesthesŁ speeds are
	· 
	impracticabl� in their use, a certain loss of energy is thus inevitable. In ompensation for this loss, in the steamturbine, is the fact tha.t it is not subject to that fluctuation of te1nperature of parts exposed to contact with the steam which results in large wastes by cylinder-condensation in the common forms of steam-engine. A gain of from 25 to 
	c

	·
	·
	50 per cent. in this item is to be counted upon. 

	The Do,v turbine, as built for ,vork in connection with the Ho,vell torpedo, gives an average of· about 11 horsepower in co_ming· up to speed in regular ,vorking, at 60 pounds s�eam-pressure, and weighs from 100 to 150 pounds, or not far from 13 pounds per horse-power.Its fly-wheel rim attains a speed of nearly 7 miles an hour at 10,000 revolutions pe�· mj11ute. The designer estimates its po,ver at 150 pounds ··steam-pressu1·e and the same speed at 40 horse-po,ver, or 1 borse-po,ver to 3.75 pounds weight, 
	1 
	. 

	The steam-turbine of Parsons (Fig. 167) is an engine consisting of a seties oftui·bines, the different pairs of guides and ,vheels being so placed that the fluid passes successively from one paii to the next. · Of the ·two forms, radial and axial flow, only the latter have been used here. Two series of cylindrical turbines· are used, arranged symmetrically to the right and left of the central steam-inlet, the exhaust taking place from the two ends. In this manne1· a balance is obtained, and the bearings are
	-

	1 Electrical Woi·ld, April 18, 1891. 
	1 Electrical Woi·ld, April 18, 1891. 
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	ings are thus forcibly deluged with oil, which returns to a 
	reservoir. The governor is a suction fan mounted upon 
	the spindle and connected with a diaphragm, which operates 
	the throttle-valve against the power of a spring. Its action 
	is found to be rapid and certain. 
	Such engines have been successfully employed in driv
	ing electric machinery and in "spinning " the '' fly " of the 
	IIowell torpedo. For alternating electric currents, this 
	systen1 possesses the peculiar ad vantage of permitting a 
	·· dynamo " to be employed having but two poles. It may 
	be readily driven continuou3ly at speeds exceeding 20,000 
	revolutions per minute. 
	In conclusion of this review of the later developments · of the close of the nineteenth century, we may abstract a 
	few paragraphs from an article by the author on " The 
	Trend of National Progress," and summing up the major 
	points of interest in this connection : 
	1 

	"Great movements, whether of mind or matter, of na
	tions or of planets, of civilizations or of comets, of philoso
	phy, of religion, or of wealth-production, are the results of 
	the action of great natural forces, and have in all cases a 
	.

	definable route· and rate of motion. As the writer has often 
	put it, 'Nature never turns a sharp corner' in any such 
	movement, and the mighty flux of material and of intellec
	tual forces, and the grand resultant flow 9f the current of 
	.

	material, or of intangible progress, must always he as steady 
	and as smooth as that of a great river flowing through a 
	plain. It may deviate, and even turn upon itself at times, 
	hut it must have a smooth curve, if not a rectilinear course. 
	Now and then Łome great moral or physical obstruction 
	may impede or divert its stream, but only rnigbty forces, 
	commensurate with the tremendous inertia of the mass 
	affected, can produce immediate or marked effects upon 
	either its magnitude or its direction. 
	1 
	'' Trend of National Pro�ress, by Robert H. Thurston, Director of Sibley College, Cornell University," North .American Review, 1896. 
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	"It thus comes that, if we can trace the line of progress during the immediate past-if we are able to fo1low it during past centuries or bygone ages-we may lay down upon the chart the line of its earlier course to date, and can see at once what must inevitably be the direction, the rate, and the distance gained in any stated time in the immediate future, provided new and catastrophic phenomena do not, by their unexpected and unforeseeable action, invalidate all prophecy. Given the curve of human progress 
	· gauge of that of 1896, or, with perhaps a little less exactness, of that of 1900. A great war, or a world-wide commercial depression, or a 'reformation,' may now and then, in the course of the centuries, affect these great social currents of progress ; but, if nothing at the moment looms up, threatening the immediate future, the trend of human or of national progress may be considered as fully established." 
	"The basis of all wealth and the measure of the power of accumulation of wealth is the aggregate working power of a people. The working power of a civilized people has come to be measured by the total of its steam-power. The growth in its total 'horse-powera' in steam-engines of all kinds is the measure of its growth in all the material foun
	-
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	dation of civilization and progress, and thus material progress underlies progress in all the arts and scieuces, and every intellectual as well as material advance. The first of our diagrams (Fig. 168, A) exhibits the trend of our national progress in developing power of national ad van cement. Its smooth, steady curvature shows not only advance and constant gain, but a steady and continuous gain in rate of gain. A straight line would simulate gain by simple interesta; our curves, A to .D, sirnulate gain
	thusiastic prediction, as well as for all the eloquence and pride and confidence of Carnegie. 
	"In Fig. 168 the line A is the expression of the fac� and the law of the progress of the United States from 1820 to 1895 ; and the dotted portion shows clearly what is to be anticipated in the immediate future, if no catastrophic and unanticipated change in the conditions deterrnining the fact and the law occurs. The smoothness of the curve and its regularity of curvature prove that natural causes have operated very steadily and continuously, in spite of occasional 'crises,' and that we may fairly assume t
	-
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	uation of the curve in the same geometric relations to give ue a prophecy of the coming years. Our total physical power for use in driving machinery, for wealth production, 
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	Fla. 168.-A.vailable Steam-Power in United States. 
	has risen from about 4,300,000,000 foot-tons, daily, in 1820 -the equivalent of lifting a ton 800,000 miles-to nearly ten times that figure in 1860, and to thirty times that power in 1895. It is seen that it must become something. like forty times as much-150,000,000,000-about 1900 or a little later. Human power is seen to be growing slowly
	i. e., in proportion to population, simply; while steampower, coming in with Watt's perfection of the engine, at the beginning of the century, will amount to one half the total this year, and aggregate 80,000,000 in 1900, and 110,
	-
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	000,000,000 in 1910. Horsee-power, steadily growing at a moderate rate, though much faster than population, in the earlier half century, and greater by far than steam-power, finally is eclipsed about 1880 by the latter, and, though still rapidly and steadily growing, falls far behind at the end of the century. Steam-power measures most accurately, probably, the ability to accumulate all those comforts and luxuries which constitute modern civilization, and it is seen that the trend of the line is there most 
	"Fig. 169 simply classifies the forms of steam-power into marine, stationary, loco1notive, and gives their aggregate. · The mightiest gain is seen to be in locomotive-engineR on our railroads. These curves show not only what are the figures for the past and the present, and for the next few years, but their uniformly steady curvature proves that we may fairly anticipate their continuation, with the 
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	Fie. 169.-Available Steam-Power in United States. 
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	same steady, smooth sweep, for a quarter or a half century to come, should no catastrophe or revolutionizing invention break up our industrial methods and radically change social conditions. The horse-power of all the steam-engines in the 
	• 
	United States to date bas come to be about 17,000,000, will be nearly 25,000,000 in 1900, and double that figur� in another quarter century. The striking fact, here, is the proportion in which transportation demands power, as shown by the sum of the figures for railroads and steamboats. 'I'he curve for stationary engines exhibits the proportion devoted to manufacturing the articles transported. In every case the trend of progress is onward and upward, and with an accelerating velocity. 
	"The next cluster of diagrams illustrates present momentary relations, as to numerical and comparative quantity, of the principal nations, as obtained by laying down Mui hall's data. Fig. 170 places side by side the figures for 
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	Fla. 170.--Available Working Power in United States. 
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	available power of wealth production, and we find the United States leading all nations, and doubling the amount assigned even to the leader among European countries. Great Britain. Germany is third, France fourth, and the other nations fall far behind. Reducing these figures to the measure of the working power per inhabitant, as in Fig. 171, however, we get a more correct basis of comparison, as a gauge of: the character of the nation and its civilization. Here we find that the United States is still in th
	• • .. • • 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	"Important conclusions are easily and positively deducible from the study of these curves. Thuse: 
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	"1. It is evident that great · social and economic laws are in steady, unintermitted operation, covering with broad sweep, industrially as well as chronologically, the trend of modern progress, and controlling the development, in wealth, education, and all material and intellectual lines, of every civilized nation. 
	'' 2. These laws insure steady progress for decades, probably for centuries, and with steady acceleration as 
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	Flo. 171.-Total Available Working Power, per Inhabitant, 1895. 
	well, and without much regard to 'crises,' or to what are called good and bad times. 
	"3. The trend of progress during past decades, and its direction and acceleration at the moment, constitute the best guide in predicting a probable future for our industrial 
	and social system. 
	"4. This guide indicates a constant gain in rate of progress, as well as in actual accumulation of wealth, in all industrial products, in intellectual capital, and in general
	•
	1m prov em ent. 
	"5. A point has been reached at which the already enormous, and now rapidly gro,ving power of the world is being mainly directed in civilized countries, and especially in the lT nited States of North America, to the supply of comforts and luxuries to a people already on the average well cared for and insured against suffering and hardship. 
	"6. Very soon, and probably within auother generation, the average citizen will possess comforts and luxuries, and enjoy the advantage8 of leisure for thought and study 
	-
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	and intellectual growth, which are to-day the sole possession of those who are distinctively denominated rich. The nation may be expected to become a country of large and well-distributed wealth, and of, on the whole, well-to-do and contented people. 
	"7. The direct means and methods of progress are through the continual improvement of the arts and sci:. ences, and the steady reduct.ion of the. proportion of working power applied to the manufacture of the more perishable forms of wealth, and through the steady gain in the productiveness of that power as a result of improvements in 
	·
	modern machinery and of the introduction of new inventions. 
	"8. Culture, and all that makes life worth living, will come to the nat.ion, in constantly and rapidly increasing proportion, as the progress indicated by our diagrams, and by the smooth sweep of our curves, continues. 
	"9. Our own nation, through its free institutions, its wise encouragement of tlie arts and sciences and of invention, already leads, and will lead in still greater and greater degree as time goes on, through the immediate future, and until economic laws, or the follies of social leaders, break the curve which exhibits 'The Trend of Modern Progress.' Science thu.s reads us an oracle. 
	"The scientific principle which this article further illustrates is that of a truly logical and scientific form of prophecy. Science, and science only, often can, and frequently does, by a perfectly accurate and correct method, give us clairvoyant views of the immediate, if not often of the remote, future. Of the Trend of · Modern Progress in direction and rate of movement there is no reasonable doubt." 
	An increasing number of scientific men and engineers, authorities relative to the development of applied thermodynamics, are corning to the conclusion that the steamengine bas nearly reached its Iirnit of efficiency and econom
	-

	ic valuet; their deductions being based upon the apparent fact that its pressures and temperatures seem to be nearly as high as is safe. The indications are considered to be, at the moment, that to secure further gain in thermo-dynamic conversion of energy, temperatures must be endured which are beyond the safe limit with the metals now available for controlling them, and that higher mechanical efficiency can also only be attained by increasing the mean pressures beyond the point at which initial pressure 
	-

	•
	engine. 
	Some years ago the late Prof. Fleeming Jenkin made the following statement in a paper read before the British Institution of Civil Engineers, premising that experience shows the best contemporary gas-engine to have substantially equal efficiency with the best contemporary steam-engine, through its comparatively extended thermo-dynamic range of temperature : 
	"Since that is the case now, and since theory shows that it is possible to increase the efficiency of the actual gas-engine two or even threefold, thet· conclusion seems to be irresistible that gas-engines will ultimately BUpersede the steam-engine. The steam-engine bas been improved nearly as far as possible, but the internal-combustion gas-engine can undoubtedly be greatly improved, and must command a brilliant future." 
	It has been seen that the imorovement of the steam
	-

	' 
	engine must probably involve the elevation of the superior limits of both te1nperature and pressure, the machine hav
	-

	ing already been given an efficiency within about 80 per cent. of t,he ideal case. The improvement of the gas-engine must take place by reducing its wastes by extra-thermodynamic action. Its limit of range has already been closely attained. Which of the two motors will finally take the lead no one can say. It is not at all beyond the range of reasonable probability, we may perhaps assert, that both these, as all other forms of thermo-dynamic machines, may yet be displaced by some new motor analogous to tho
	As remarked by the author, in concluding a study of the animal-machine : 
	1 

	"We know that the vital machine is not thermo-dynamic in the sense of being a heat-engine of any known class. \Ve find in electricity the apparently next most available form of energ-y for use in transformation into dynamic and thermal and other forms, and many accept this as a provisional, a working, hypothesis. This was long ago hinted at by the greatest scientific men, the greatest minds, it would perhaps be fair to say, that have illuminated the history of the race. A century ago, Benjamin Thompson (
	2 
	-

	1 "Journal of the Franklin Iru;titute,'' January to March, 1895 ; "Science," June, 1895 : "The Animal as a Prime Motor." 
	Ł " Rumford's Essays," 1800. 
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	affirmed by Tait in our own day.� Sir William Thomson, now Lord Kelvin, in his papers of about 1850, adopts the idea of J6ule and introduces the principle of Carnot, and says explicitlya: 'When an animal works against a resisting force, there is not a conversion of heat into mechanical effect, but the full thermal equivalent of the chemical forces is never produced ; in other words, the animal body does not act as a therrno-dynamic engine, and very probably the chemical forces produce the external mechanic
	" We have now seen how all investigations made before and since that date, so far as interpretable, point to the that the machine is not a heat-engine. 
	same conclufion : 
	2 

	"1,he possibilities of irnprovement by simulating or paralleling Nature are seen1ingly stupendous. Could the chemical energy of fuel oxidation be directly transf 01·med into dynamic energya; could it even be changed by double or by indirect transf orrnation, as through the intermediary of electricity, and in sucb manner as to insure a full equivalence of utilizahle energy, it is evident �hat we might anticipate a conversion as economical as we now attain in the transformation of mechanical into electrical
	"Similarly, could chemical energy be direC'tly and fully transformed into light, where needed, and as effectively as Nature performs these operations of energy-transformation in the vital apparatus, the enormous expen<liture, the fearful wastes now going on even in our product.ion of out-ofdoor light by the nse of the electric arc, would be reduced to a fraction of their present amounts, and to an insignificant fraction of total costs. Could vital energy be identi
	-
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	fied and brought under control, or could that mysterious energy which is its servant in directing and producing animal power, be securely gained and its processes understood and controlled, it would seem possible that direct transformations of energy-which probably means by influencing molecular and atomic rather than molar motion-might be made possible to man, and all this impressive and wonderful chain of consequences caused to follow." 
	And thus it is seen how clearly these f'tudies bring into 
	view "Le Fin du Steele " at "La Fin du Siecle." 
	(1) 
	THE END. 
	• 







